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Abstract
Quantum  computers have been the dream of many scientists for over th irty  
years bu t the fact such devices still consist of only a handful of quantum  
bits (qubits) highlights the fact th a t this is not a trivial concept. However 
the potential of powerful parallélisation, which could out perform classical 
computers remains a huge incentive for researchers.
Interest in donors in silicon has grown since being put forward as a possible 
candidate for a qubit in 1998 by Kane. Group V atoms, such as phosphorus, 
substitute into the silicon lattice but possess an extra outer shell electron 
compared to  the neighbouring silicon atoms. This electron orbits the donor 
much like a hydrogen atom trapped in a silicon crystal. Despite overlapping 
with thousands of silicon atom, the donor electron experiences very little 
interaction with its surroundings leading to long spin lifetimes and coherence 
times.
In this thesis the orbital state of donor electrons is explored. Electrical detec­
tion is used as a method of reading out coherent and incoherent manipulations 
of donor orbits. This is due to the high sensitivity achievable with electrical 
measurements. This work looked the detection mechanism in low and high 
intensity regimes as well as exploring the dynamics of the electron donor sys­
tem  in the time domain. Such experiments are use to measure the saturation 
of absorption and the electron-ion recombination rate (a quantity for which 
a range of values have previously been reported).
Finally, the first electrical detection of coherent control of orbital states in 
silicon donors is presented, with T2 found to  be 30 — 50ps.
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Background Literature and Theory
1.1 Introduction
The aim of this thesis is to explore the electrical detection of the orbital states of group 
V donors in silicon. Chapter 2 explains the fabrication and electrical characterisation 
of samples without optical excitation. Chapter 3 introduces optical experiments with 
low intensity light for the purpose of spectroscopy of orbital states. In Chapter 4 the 
excitation is moved to the high intensity regime to see how the dynamics change. Chapter 
5 introduces coherence to the optical excitation. Finally the overall conclusions are 
presented in Chapter 6 along with proposals for future work.
In this chapter some of the concepts th a t form the foundations of this work are 
explored. This begins with donors in silicon before looking at how this system can be 
manipulated and be used for quantum information processing. Previous work in donor 
systems is also examined here although the m ajority of this is focused on the spin of 
electrons and nuclei, whereas this work looks at the orbital states. This is because the 
orbital transitions are electric dipole transitions meaning they are stronger and faster 
bu t suffer from shorter lifetimes.
Elsewhere in this thesis, background theory and results are introduced where neces­
sary.
1.2 Donors in Silicon
Group V elements substitute into silicon crystal using four of their five outer shell elec­
trons to covalently bond to the neighbouring silicon atoms. The extra electron is left to
1.2 D onors in  S ilicon
orbit the nucleus in a hydrogen-like manner. However, due to the effective mass of the 
electron and the dielectric constant of the silicon, the energies are much smaller than  in 
hydrogen ( the ground state energies are 30 — 50m eF rather than 13.6eU ).
The orbital shapes for donors are slightly deformed from the hydrogenic spherical 
harmonics due to the crystal lattice, as can be seen in Figure 1.1. Some of the energy 
levels are split also due to the tetrahedral crystal. For example, the ground Is  state  
consists of six states, the degeneracy of which is partially lifted by valley-orbit coupling 
to give three energy levels, the Is(A i), the ls{E )  and the ls(T 2 ) (1, 2). These are 
singlet, doublet and triplet states respectively. The Is(A i) is the lowest energy as it is 
concentrated closer to  the nucleus and is therefore the most populous at low tem peratures. 
The energy levels for phosphorus, arsenic and antimony in silicon are shown in Figure 1.2 
along with the energy levels for atomic hydrogen (on a different scale) for comparison.
1.2 .1  M an ip u la tion  o f  D on ors
As mentioned in the previous section the energy difference between the ground Is  state  
and the excited states is on the order of SOmeV. This gap can be bridged via the 
absorption of a far infrared photon. The probability of exciting an electron from a 
lower state to a higher one via coherent photon absorption is linearly proportional to the 
number of electrons in the lower state and the energy density at the resonant wavelength 
of the transition. The rate of the transition is also influenced by the Einstein coefficient 
for absorption in terms of angular frequency, which can be calculated from:
where eo is the perm ittivity of free space and //i2 is the electric dipole moment of the 
transition.
The probability of absorption can be expressed in a number of different ways. In 
donor physics it is most often given as a cross-section, so called because it has the units 
of area. In terms of the dipole moment, the interaction cross-section can be calculated 
using:
where gi is the degeneracy of energy level i and c is the speed of light (3).
1.2 D onors in Silicon
Figure 1.1: Extent of a phosphorus electron wavefunction in silicon shown to scale. The 
Is ground state is shown in yellow. It deviates from spherical due to the crystal lattice. The 
2po is shown in green and encapsulates thousands of silicon atoms (grey dots).
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1.2 D on ors in S ilicon
Coherent excitation is also controlled by [ii2 , but is less intuitive. This process can 
be described by the rate equations produced by solving the time dependent Schrodinger 
equation for a two level system under resonant excitation (4):
Hoir) + V (t) = i h ^  (1.3)
Where H q{y) dictates the time-independent system without any resonant excitation 
which originates from V{t). A general solution for the time-independent part of the 
Hamiltonian takes the form:
^ ( r ,  t) =  (1.4)
i
where Ei is the energy of the %th level (1 or 2 in this case) and q  is the amplitude of 
the %th wavefunction.
Using this solution for a time-dependent perturbation in the case of an electric dipole 
in an a.c. field of the form V{t) = er ■ E (t) = exEo cos cut where electric field, E , has
amplitude E q in the x  direction and w is the frequency of the electric field, ra te  equations
for the wavefunction amplitudes can be found. These are:
d c ^  =  (1.5)
_  ip l2 E o  /  i{uj+ujo)t ( 1.6)
where üJq is the resonant frequency of the transition between the two states and /ii2 
is the dipole m atrix element for the transition form state 1 to 2. The quantity 
is known as the Rabi frequency, Q,r . These equations can be simplified by ignoring the 
second term  in the brackets as these oscillations vary much faster than  the
first term  (as w ~  wo) and can be averaged out in time. This is the rotating wave 
approximation.
Equations 1.6 can be solved in two separate regimes: the weak-field limit and the 
strong field limit. In the presence of a weak field with a finitely broad frequency, the 
population of the higher state increases linearly. However, in the strong field limit the 
solutions for ci(t) and C2 (t) follow oscillating functions. The expected populations of the 
two states are therefore:
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These two functions are plotted in Figure 1.3. This is very different to the linear 
increase followed by a saturation in the incoherent case.
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Figure 1.3: Plots of Rabi oscillations from equations 1.7 and 1.8. The ground state 
population is shown in black with the excited state in red.
The same physics applies to the electron and nuclear spins in donors which have 
undergone Zeeman splitting due to  an applied magnetic field, as in the orbital case. 
Here the Rabi frequency is equal to where is the Bohr magneton and B  is
the amplitude of the magnetic field of the radiation exciting the system. The energy 
gaps involved in spin splitting tend to be a lot smaller than those between the orbital 
states. For example, at a magnetic held of IT  the electron spin can be hipped with an 
a.c. magnetic held with frequency of 2.SGHz  while the nuclear spin requires a held at
l l . Z M H z .  Both of these are orders of magnitude smaller than the 8.2STHz  needed to 
excite a ground state orbital to the 2po excited state.
1.3 Q uantum  C om puting
1.3 Quantum Computing
The concept for a quantum  computer originates from Richard Feynman in 1982 (5). 
He wanted to solve the problem of classical computers requiring exponentially more 
processing power to solve quantum  problems which increase linearly in complexity. The 
use of quantum  systems would allow the power of processors to scale with the size of the 
problem. More than th irty  years later, quantum  based computing is still in its infancy 
with only small numbers of quantum  bits being put together to solve simple processing 
tasks.
Quantum  computers rely on the wave-like nature of m atter on small length scales in 
order to  have much faster computation in some types of problems by increased paral­
lélisation. Where classical computers rely on distinct binary states to  try  out different 
solutions to a problem in sequence, quantum  computers use the property of superposi­
tion to  have mixed states so th a t the "correct" answer is produced in one computation. 
This can be invaluable for some problems such as factorising numbers (6) and simulating 
many body systems.
Many proposed schemes for quantum  computing have been put forward (for example 
(7, 8, 9, 10, 11). These use a wide range of different quantum  systems but all have to fulfil 
a number of criterion which have been laid out by DiVincenzo in 2000 (12). Although 
some of these apply for classical computers, having a long coherence time is a distinct 
quantum  feature. The coherence time is the time over which a superposition does not 
undergo a phase changing event. If such an event takes place the quantum  bit can not 
be controlled and the information is essentially lost. Loss of coherence can be accounted 
for by quantum  error corrections but require 10^ —10^ operations within the decoherence 
time to  have an effect.
Decoherence is one of the main problems with implementing a quantum  computer. A 
vast range in the coherence time of quantum  systems exists and depends on the potential 
decoherence mechanisms available. These can be reduced by decoupling the quantum  bit 
from its surroundings. However, isolating the qubit too much can lead to not being abe 
to m anipulate it. A potential quantum  computer needs both long coherence times while 
allowing manipulation.
1.3 Q uantum  C om puting
1 .3 .1  Q uantum  In form ation  P ro cessin g  in  S ilicon
Silicon has held its dominance in the electronics industry for decades. The low cost of the 
material, the possible integration with current technology as well as the massive invest­
ment already made into fabrication facilities makes a silicon based qubit highly desirable. 
Several avenues are being explored including quantum  dots and other nanostructures
(13). However, dopants in silicon have attracted  much attention for QIP applications 
due to  their similarity to  ion traps.
1 .3 .2  T h e K an e Schem e for S ilicon  Q IP
The first scheme for the use of donors in silicon as a basis for quantum  computation 
was proposed by Kane in 1998 (10). It built on previous ideas to use nuclear spins 
as two level systems for use as qubits. Nuclear spins are generally isolated from their 
surroundings so their coherence times are the lifetimes can be on the order of minutes 
or even hours. However these long times come at the expense of the smaller couplings 
so they are harder to manioulate. Also, traditional methods of measurement of nuclear 
spins are not sensitive enough to  work on small scales. The idea of using electrons for 
controlling and measuring the spins of nuclei had been suggested (14) which also gave the 
benefits of incorporating such systems into existing electronics. The electronic readout 
of nuclear spin of atoms in AlGaAs and Si had been showed by Dobers et al (15) and 
Stich et al (16)and dem onstrated greater sensitivity than  previous techniques.
Kane proposed the use of atoms in a silicon crystal as they have a nuclear spin 
of 7 — ^ compared to th a t of ^^Si which is I  =  0, producing an environment devoid of 
possible interactions (see Figure 1.4). At low tem peratures the phosphorus atom also has 
an extra electron compared to  the silicon which orbits the nucleus like a simple hydrogen 
atom. These electrons also have a spin of ^ and couple to the nuclear spin via the hyper- 
fine interaction. The strength of such coupling is proportional to the probability density 
of the wavefunction of the electron overlapping with the nucleus. Electron wavefunctions 
are relatively diffuse and can extend over several nanometres and conceivably more than 
one phosphorus nuclei and produce a way of mediating spin-spin interactions between 
otherwise isolated nuclear spins.
Controlling the position of the electron wavefunction was proposed by Kane to be 
achieved by the application of electric fields via metallic gates above and between phos-
1.3 Q uantum  C om puting
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Figure 1.4: Diagram of the Kane’s scheme for quantum computing with phosphorus atoms 
in silicon. " A-gates" control the frequency of the phosphorus nuclear spin while the " J-gates" 
control the extent of the electron interactions. Taken from (10).
1.3 Q uantum  C om p u tin g
phorus donors. These could be used to concentrate the electron probability density 
around the nucleus to  increases the hyperfine coupling or to délocalisé the electron so 
th a t it interacts with neighbouring atoms. Being able to switch interactions on and off 
is im portant to allow coupling when required and while minimising any decoherence.
There are a number of advantages of such a proposal for quantum  computation. The 
choice of nuclear spins allows a very long lifetime within which to work, while the use 
of electrons as an intermediary to the nuclear spins allowing a way of linking the qubits 
with the outside world.
The use of silicon also opens the door to  the current semiconductor industry and 
their wealth of knowledge in the fabrication of devices in silicon. However there some 
considerations th a t need to be accounted for. Silicon has three stable isotopes, one of 
which, ^®Si has a non-zero nuclear spin which can interact with the phosphorus spin. The 
natural concentration of ^®Si is 4.7% which means there is a 17.5% chance of a t least one 
of the four nearest neighbour silicon atoms is a ^®Si atom  (17).
1 .3 .3  A d vances on  th e  K an e Schem e
Since Kane’s proposal a number of groups around the world have started to  work with 
donor systems in silicon. Several variations on the initial proposal have been put forward 
including using two donors and a single electron to form a charge based qubit(18) and 
adding germanium to  vary the dielectric constant and the effective mass of the electron 
to increase the extent of the electron wavefunction (19). The electron spin has taken 
over the nuclear spin as the qubit of choice in the donor system as it is much earlier to 
manipulate, although work into both has been fruitful between 1998 and now.
The readout of a single electron spin from a donor was dem onstrated in 2010 (20). 
This was done with a single electron transistor (SET) next to a small number (1-3) of 
implanted phosphorus donors. W ith a series of gates, the electrochemical potential of 
the donors and the SET island can be controlled. Applying a magnetic field, the Zeeman 
split electron spin states can be tuned so an SET island energy level lies between them. 
This allows only a higher energy, spin up electron to tunnel to  the SET island where it 
increases the current through the SET. The electron stays on the island for around 40/i5 
so a spin up electron can be identified by a current pulse though the SET. However there 
is still a small chance th a t a spin up electron doesn’t tunnel to  the SET and therefore 
would be miss-read as a spin down.
10
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The use of ion im plantation to position the phosphorus atoms means there is a lot 
of variation in the tunnel rates in to and out of the SET island. A technique such as 
hydrogen lithography could be used to  get a more repeatable fabrication process (31).
In 2012 a broadband microwave transmission line was added to this device to allow 
the spin of the electron spins to be flipped. Using this new dimension allowed the mea­
surement of homogeneous decoherence time, T2eS and the inhomogeneous decoherence 
time However, due to  interactions with the nuclear spin, there are two possible
transitions energies, one associated for each of the nuclear spins. This means an indi­
vidual electron spin can not always be read as measuring no signal may be a spin down 
or the opposite nuclear spin. To get useable data  the spin measurement was repeated 
thousands of times for each transition line to obtain a to tal probability of the electron 
being in the up state after the microwave pulse.
The measured T2eS for this system was found to be 206 ±  12/rs which is similar to 
th a t seen in natural bulk silicon (21, 22). This is encouraging as the SET and other 
features have little impact on the coherence. However, it is unlikely th a t the coherence 
time could be improved to the levels seen in ^®Si (23) due to  imperfections caused by the 
device fabrication.
Following on from the introduction of the electron spin resonance in the donors, for 
the case where the electron is in the spin down state, the nuclear spin can be inferred 
from the transition energy required to  flip the electron spin (24). Again, this does not 
mean an individual nuclear spin can be read every time as both electron transitions need 
to  be tested. Due to the long nuclear spin lifetime a number of attem pts could be made 
before a nuclear spin flip takes place. Using the same transmission line which produces 
the electron spin resonance (ESR) pulses, lower frequency nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) pulses can also be generated and used to coherently m anipulate the nuclear spin. 
Spin coherence times of 3.5ms were measured although this could be extended to 60ms 
by removing the electron from the donor during the application of the NMR pulses. This 
is about 20 times less than  the longest T 2NS measured in ^^Si (25).
Another method of electrical detection of donor spin states has been dem onstrated 
using a defect states near a Si/Si02 interface (26, 27). This defect has a spin and can 
couple with a nearby donor electron spin to  form a coupled state  with either a singlet or 
triplet nature depending on the spin of the donor electron. In the singlet s tate  the two 
spins are in the opposite direction, allowing the donor electron to transfer to the defect
11
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state (this is not allowed in the triplet case due to the Pauli exclusion principle). If 
both electrons are on the defect, the impurity ion is available to accept an electron from 
the conduction band, reducing the transient current. This is therefore an electrically 
detected, spin-dependent process which allows the donor electron spin to be read out. 
The mechanism involved is shown in Figure 1.5.
31P -V-] ■  2’P
ESR H  Spirt-dependent
 ^ ■ ■  transition
Spin pair M   ►
e-capture  
—
|<S)*P)p Hole capture J
^  y -
C-Si ■  C-Si __
Figure 1.5: spin readout scheme for phosphorus electrons near a P^ q defect at the Si/Si02 
interface. In the ground state both the donor electron and the defect electron are in the 
same spin state so can not be on the same centre, however, flipping the donor eclectron spin 
allows it to tunnel to the defect. This allows the capture of a conduction band electron 
which lowers the transient current through the device. Taken from (27).
This type of device would be hard to  scale down as it reciuires an interface state to be 
close to a donor for readout which would be hard to reliably achieve. Also the interface 
is likely to cause the coherence time of the electron spin to be shorter than isolated spins 
which was shown by echo measurements (28).
A key step in the development of a donor qubit is the placement of individual donors 
into silicon in order to construct devices around them. Two avenues of research have 
developed in recent years. Ion implantation, which is a standard technique in the elec­
tronics industry, has been adapted to implant single or few donors in silicon (29, 30). 
This is done by opening up a small window in resist on the silicon surface using e-beam 
hthography. The ion beam is then fired at the sample. The event of an ion entering the 
target window is signalled by the ionisation of electrons caused by the ion entering the 
crystal. This can be picked up by an electrode at the back of the sample. In this manner 
ions can be counted in to the device. However, as with larger scale ion im plantation 
the distribution of implanted atoms is still random, although over a much smaller range. 
Implantation also requires annealing in order to repair the damage caused by the high 
energy ion impact.
12
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The second route towards single donor placement is with hydrogen lithography using 
a scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) (31). This involves covering the silicon surface 
with hydrogen, with each dangling bond from the silicon lattice bonding to a hydrogen 
atom. An STM tip is then used to remove single hydrogen atoms in any desired pattern, 
leaving exposed silicon dangling bonds as shown in Figure 1.6. Phosphine is flushed in 
to the STM chamber where upon the phosphine molecules are absorbed by the danghng 
bonds. Heating the silicon removes the hydrogen mask leaving the phosphorus atoms 
behind on the surface.
II
Figure 1.6: STM images of the hydogen lithography process. A silicon surface passivated 
with hydrogen is shown of the left. The bright spot is a gap left from the removal of a hydro­
gen with the STM tip. There is a large signal due to the dangling bond of the silicon atom 
underneath. On the right the same area is shown after exposure to phosphine and heating 
to remove the hydrogen. In the location of the gap in the hydrogen layer a phosphorus atom 
can be seen with a different charge distribution compared to the surrounding silicon. Taken 
from (31).
So far only phosphorus has been deposited in silicon with hydrogen hthography due 
to the need of a carrier gas to deliver the desired dopants. However the technique can be 
used to create a variety of shapes over a relatively large area and has been used to  show 
the continuation of Ohm ’s law down to the atomic scale (32).
1.3 .4  SFG  Schem e
In 2003 a similar proposal for a quantum gate was made by A. M. Stoneham et al (the 
SFG scheme) (11). This scheme forms the quantum  gate from two group V donors and 
uses the spins of the electrons as the qubits rather than the nucleus, as shown in Figure 
1.7. This makes the task of manipulating and reading out the spin a much easier one.
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Continuum
control: ts(A i)
qubit A:ts(A ,) 
e.g. Bi
qubit B:7s(AJ 
e.g. Bi
Figure 1.7: Schematic of the SFG scheme. The two qubit atoms do not normally interact 
but exciting the orbital state of the control atom electron causes all three wavefunctions to 
overlap and interact. The interaction can be turned off by coherently deexciting the control 
electron.
In place of electrodes to manoeuvre the electrons, a third control donor atom is placed 
between the two qubits atoms so that while the control electron is in the ground state  
none of the electron wavefunctions overlap. However, when excited to a higher but still 
bound state the wavefunctions of all three overlap and so couples the spins of the qubit 
electrons which were otherwise isolated. The interaction can be turned off by de-exciting 
the control electron coherently.
To be able to achieve such a gate different species of donors are needed in order 
to be able to excite just the control electron and leave the qubit electrons untouched. 
This makes fabrication of devices much harder as two species of atoms must be placed
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accurately. To date only single atoms of phosphorous have been accurately placed via 
STM lithography. This is due to  a lack of gases which can deliver the dopants on to  the 
silicon surface.
1 .3 .5  T h e C O M P A S SS  P r o jec t
The COMPASSS (Coherent Optical Microwave Physics for Atomic Scale Spintronics in 
Silicon) is an EPSRC funded program which aims to implement the SFG scheme (33). 
Although this thesis is not directly funded by the project, the work shown here forms 
part of it.
In developing an SFG donor gate the COMPASSS project aims to  work in several 
areas. These include fabrication of multi-donor gates using ion im plantation a t the Ion 
Beam Centre a t the University of Surrey and hydrogen lithography STM at the London 
Centre for Nanotechnology, UCL; coherent control of orbital states using the free electron 
laser, FELIX in the Netherlands and electrical detection of donor states as a readout 
mechanism.
1.3 .6  L ifetim es in D on or S y stem
For each quantum  system th a t could be used for QIP there are two timescales or lifetimes 
th a t are im portant. The longitudinal lifetime, Ti, is the time spent in an energy state 
before relaxing back to its ground energy level. For orbital states this would be the 
amount of time spent in the excited states before returning to  the ground Is  level. This 
is also a limiting time in classical computing.
The second time scale is the transverse lifetime, T2 . It is a measure of how long 
the coherence of the state lasts before a phase changing event takes place. This is a 
non-classical effect as it is related to the phase of the state. T2 can not be greater than 
T\ because any transition which changes the state  will destroy any phase information.
In silicon donor systems the nuclear spin, the electron spin and the electron orbital 
states all have T\ and T2 lifetimes associated with them. These will be distinguished 
with the subscript N S , eS  and eO  respectively. The nucleus is more isolated than  the 
electron so the lifetimes associated with it are long but also also difficult to  measure. 
At high concentrations, techniques such as NMR can be used to study nuclear spins but 
these do not work with small numbers of donors as in QIP schemes. Several studies have
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employed the donor electron spin as a conduit to encode and readout the nuclear spin 
via the hyperfine interaction (25, 34, 35).
The addition of the hyperfine interaction produces four states in an applied magnetic 
field from the different combinations of spin up and down for the electron and nuclear 
spin. This means measuring the spin of the electron can imply the spin of the nucleus.
Magnetic Field (T)
Figure 1.8: Schematic of the energy levels of an electron-nucleus spin pair as a function 
of magnetic field. The spins of the electron and nucleus are indicated on the right hand 
side. At low fields the three of the states form a higher energy triplet, while at high field 
the Zeeman energy takes over. The electron experiences a larger splitting due to its higher 
p-factor.
Nuclear longitudinal spin lifetimes of over 100s at 1.5i^ have been shown (34). This 
was done by looking at the spin dependent capture of a spin polarised transient current 
when one of the lower hyperfine split states is resonantly excited via microwaves.
Using electrons to mediate interactions with the nuclear spin via hyperfine coupling 
can cause problems when measuring T2NS lifetime as the measurement methods often 
rely on the lifetime of the electron states. At tem peratures above b K  the Ti^s time is 
sufficiently short to limiting T2NS to 1.75s (25). However, at tem peratures below AK  the 
electrons are long lived enough to show nuclear coherence times greater than 100s (35). 
These measurements used transitions from the hyperfine states to donor bound exciton 
states to capacitively detect the electron spins.
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The long electron spin lifetime in donors has been known since the 1950s (22, 36). 
Lifetimes up over 1000s have been measured (23) and a number of different factors have 
been identified as limiting T\es-
The concentration of donors was seen to become a limiting factor above concentrations 
of lO^^m”  ^ (22). This is still below the M ott transition but there is enough interaction 
between neighbouring donors to have an effect. One of the main problems of having 
other donors in the vicinity of a particular atom is th a t during a conventional spin 
echo sequence ( |  — ttt — r —echo) the 7r-pulse affects all the donors and therefore the 
environment of individual donors. This can be minimised by applying smaller rephasing 
pulses but comes with the disadvantage of a smaller echo signal (23).
The isotopic content of the silicon was found to  impact on the electron coherence 
time (22) due to  interactions with the nuclear spin of ^®Si atoms which make up 4.67% 
of natural silicon (17, 23, 37).
The lifetimes associated with the orbital quantum  number in donor electrons have 
been less well studied than spins, however they are more im portant for this work. The 
longest lived orbital state measured is the 2po in Si:P which was measured to have a 
lifetime of 205 ±  18ps (38) in natural silicon which can be extended to 235 ±  15ps by 
removing the small amount of ^®Si (39). The longevity is thought to be due to  a gap in 
the phonon density of states which suggests phonon engineering may be a way of creating 
longer lived states.
The orbital coherence time, TheO, has been measured to be 160ps for the 2po state, 
using a photon echo measurement in the same vein as spin echoes but for orbital states 
(40). This is close to the T\eO for natural silicon which suggests it is mainly limited by 
lifetime of the states. This could be improved with removal of ^®Si or using better quality 
of silicon (float zone), however the echo techniques gives better signals in samples with 
short dephasing times.
The lifetimes of the orbital states of donors in silicon are much shorter than  donor 
spin states and even free atoms. This means implementing orbital states as qubits would 
be virtually impossible if around lO'  ^ operations within the coherence time are needed to 
allow error correction algorithms a chance of working (12).
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1.4 Electrical Detection of Donors in Silicon
Electrical detection of donors in semiconductors has been conducted since the 1960s 
when transitions a t frequencies below the ionisation energy for were seen in germanium 
at elevated tem perature which were not seen a t colder tem peratures (41). This was 
attributed to donor electrons being promoted to  a higher energy level before being ther­
mally ionised and contributing to the photoconductivity. This type of measurement has 
since been called phototherm al ionisation spectroscopy (PTIS) and will be discussed in 
more detail in Chapter 3.
From the first PTIS measurements it was seen to be a much more sensitive technique 
than  optical methods (42). This has also been the case in other electrical techniques 
developed since and has culminated in devices such as the single electron transistor 
(SET) which can detect changes in the energy of a single donor state. SETs consist 
of a zero dimensional quantum  dot with a ladder of discrete energy levels, which can 
be shifted with a "plunger gate", and two tunnel barriers separating the dot from an 
external circuit. When the levels on the quantum  dot are the same as the Fermi level 
on the opposite side of the tunnel barrier electrons can tunnel into and out of the SET 
island and an increase in the current is seen. Conversely, when the highest occupied 
energy level is not resonant with the external Fermi energy the current is prevented from 
flowing. The diflference between the two states can be caused by very small changes in the 
energy of the quantum  dot states. This means small changes in energy can be detected 
however this requires the correct tuning of the device and can change between samples.
1.5 Far-Infrared Sources
The "terahertz gap" is a phrase th a t has been used to describe the region of the electro­
magnetic spectrum between 300GFfz and IQ TH z where there is a distinct lack of radi­
ation sources. At lower frequencies electronics can be used as em itters while at longer 
frequencies lasers dominate the agenda. However the gap between the two regimes has 
yet to be fully bridged with high power light sources.
However, there are several sources th a t allow the generation of terahertz light al­
though they have limitations. Molecular gas lasers such as methanol (43) have several 
lines in the far-infrared however they can only be discreetly tuned and can be weak in
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power. Quantum  cascade layers made from III-V semiconductors can offer relatively 
high powers but suffer from not being able to  work at room tem perature (44) while SiGe 
versions can work at higher tem peratures but often rely on hole dynamics in the valence 
band which complicates m atters due to high effective masses and several subbands.
Silicon donors have also been shown to  be able to emit terahertz light from electrons in 
excited states relaxing back to  the ground state via intermediate levels (45, 46). However 
these also need low tem peratures to ensure the donor electrons remain bound to the 
im purity and have low power.
Free electron lasers (FELs), while arguably not lasers, offer coherent, high-power and 
tuneable sources of radiation. FELs consist of a beam of electrons which is sent between 
two arrays of alternating magnets known as an undulator or wiggler. These magnets 
cause the electron beam to bend in one direction then the other creating an oscillating 
path  for the electrons. This motion causes the electrons to emit Bremsstrahlung or 
braking radiation in the direction of motion. As the oscillations in the electron path  
are regular the light being em itted is coherent. The electrons interact w ith the light 
produced which causes bunching in the electron beam. This means the output of light 
from the FEL is a pulse of intense radiation.The wavelength of the light can be changed 
by changing the strength on the magnetic field experienced by the electron beam. In 
practice this is often done by changing the separation of the two arrays of magnets.
The pulsed light of variable wavelength from FELs is ideal for dynamics experiments 
in donor orbitals (38, 47, 48), however they are large and expensive to run and are mainly 
limited to medium scale user facilities. In this work two FELs were used, FELIX (Free 
Electron Laser for Infrared experiments) in the Netherlands (49) and CLIO (Centre Laser 
Infrarouge d ’Orsay) in France (50).
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Device Fabrication and 
Characterisation
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter the methods for sample fabrication and characterisation are studied. The 
standard recipes and techniques are described as well as some of the steps in characteri­
sation of newly made samples.
One of the main advantages in working with silicon is the decades of work th a t 
have gone into the development of silicon processing. This means th a t the techniques 
and processes described below are well known and reliable so the need for optimisation 
was minimal. However nearly all the devices experimented on later in this thesis were 
fabricated as part of the project so it remains a vital step on the journey to  few donor 
devices. ^
Throughout this chapter theory is introduced on the electrical properties of semicon­
ductors. All this theory can be found in "Physics of Semiconductor Devices" by Sze and 
Ng (1) and the references therein.
2.2 Sample Fabrication
2 .2 .1  F abrication  P roced u re
Throughout this work, several generations of samples were produced. Initially bulk doped 
samples were used (Figure 2.1) before im plantation of donors was introduced and ending
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up with devices where all the doping in the sihcon was implanted into undoped wafers 
(see Figure 2.2). However, the general techniques and processes remained the same for 
all designs. Below is a description of the methods used.
2 mm
Figure 2.1: Example of typical bulk silicon sample with aluminium contacts depositied us­
ing standard photolithography techniques. The contacts here are connected with conductive 
epoxy. For four terminal measurements a current is passed between the outer two contacts 
while the voltage is measured across the inner two.
Although silicon is one of the most studied materials, it was unclear at the s ta rt of 
the project what characteristics were desirable for measurement of orbital states. For 
example a high resistance could highlight a change in conductance but then may be 
difficult to connect to an external circuit due to impedance mismatches.
Optical photolithography was used for all of the patterning of devices. The standard 
recipe used positive/negative resist, S1813, which was spun on at a speed of 5000rpm 
to give a thickness of 1.2/zm (2). This was then baked for Imin at 105°C. A UV light
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Figure 2.2: Example geometry of an fully implanted device. The mask was designed to 
allow different sections to be individually defined via photolithography. The size of the 
sample was 8mm by 8mm while the central region was 200// by 200//.
from a Quintal Mask Aligner (NXQ4000) was used through a mask to  expose the desired 
areas to a dose of 100 The exposed areas were removed by dipping the sample
in M318 developer for 15s. This left a layer of resist on the sample except where further 
processing, such as implanting or etching, was required.
For samples which were not implanted, aluminium alignment marks could be used for 
multiple step fabrications. However, implanting donors into the silicon caused damage 
to the crystal surface and required annealing at tem peratures which would have melted 
the aluminium. The alternative was to  etch an alignment pattern  with a silicon reactive 
ion etch. A 2min etch gave depths of l//m  which was enough to be seen with the human 
eye.
Implants of dopants were carried out by the Ion Beam Centre within the University 
of Surrey. Implants were characterised by the beam energy (in keV)  and the implant
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density (in cm ~‘^ ). Together these two variables could be used to simulate the doping 
concentration as a function of depth, with the energy dictating the depth. The SUSPRE 
program, produced by the IBC, was used to do such simulations (3).
After implantation, the surface of the silicon was left with damage due to  the high 
energy collisions with the ion beam. This damage could be repaired by annealing at 
1000°C for 10 seconds. This process also allows the implanted donors to substitute 
themselves in to the silicon crystal and for broken bonds to reform. The annealing 
process is done over a short a time as possible to  reduce the migration of the implanted 
atoms.
2 .2 .2  Sam ple C on tactin g
In order to  form contacts, aluminium was deposited by evaporation or sputtering, to  a 
thickness of at least lOOnm to allow wire bonding. Before deposition buffered hydrofluoric 
acid was used to etch the oxide layer on the exposed regions of the silicon. This resulted 
in a clean surface to  form a contact on and lowered the contact capacitance resulting 
from any oxide growing on the etched silicon. This is needed in order to  minimise any 
loss of high frequencies. The contacts were also annealed to let the aluminium spike 
into the silicon to form better contacts due to the increased surface area of the interface. 
Annealing of the contacts was done at 450°C  for 1mm.
Depositing the contacts straight on to  silicon caused Schottky barriers to be formed 
due to mismatched conduction bands in the semiconductor and metallic structures. 
Schottky junctions are produced at metal-semiconductor interfaces due to the Fermi 
energy in the respective materials being a t different levels. The Fermi energy in the (n- 
type) semiconductor is lowered in order to reach the same level as the metal, as shown in 
Figure 2.3. Redrawing this picture from the perspective of a flat Fermi level the conduc­
tion band and valence band bend upwards as they approach the interface. This means 
to  travel from the metal in to the conduction band of the semiconductor, electrons have 
to go over the potential barrier, however it is much easier to  travel from the semicon­
ductor into the metal. A non-linear I  — V  characteristic is seen in such situations, as 
shown in Figure 2.4. Although they can be useful, the Schottky barriers seen were not 
reproducible, even between different contacts on the same sample.
To reduce the effects of the Schottky contacts a high concentration (above the M ott 
semiconductor to  m etal transition) of donors can be implanted under the contacts. This
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Metal n-type Semiconductor
Ef
Depth
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Metal n-type Semiconductor
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Depth
(b) Constant Fermi Energy
Figure 2.3: Energy band diagram of a metal to n-type semiconductor interface. In the 
metal electrons fill up to the Fermi energy, Ep- In the semiconductor the Fermi energy is 
near the top of the bandgap (between the bottom of the conduction band and the donor 
levels which are not shown). By bringing the two materials together, the Fermi energy bends 
down in the semiconductor in order to meet the metallic Fermi energy (top). When the two 
materials are in contact the Fermi energies are equal across both materials and so should be 
drawn with Ep as a constant. In the semiconductor the conduction band is further away 
from the Fermi level towards the interface so it bends away from the constant Fermi energy 
and forms a potential barrier which is sharper on the metallic side. This means it is easier 
for electrons to travel from the semiconductor to the metal than the other way round. For 
p-type semiconductors the band diagram is vertically flipped so the conduction band bends 
down and the valence band forms a barrier for holes.
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Figure 2.4: I — V  measurements for a bulk Si:P sample in four-terminal (red), two-terminal 
(blue) and three-terminal (green and cyan for two different contacts). The two-terminal 
measurement gives a higher resistance than the others as it contains the silicon resistance 
as well as the contacts and the silicon.
narrows the potential barrier between the two layers and gives an I  — V  signal which is 
much closer to linear. This is a sign of Ohmic contacts, which are easier to understand. 
However, the addition of a highly doped region below the contact adds an additional 
interface between silicon with a high and a low doping which can give an additional 
Schottky barrier. These additional barriers may also mean any current flowing passed 
the contacts does not enter the highly doped region, especially as ion im plantations only 
affect a thin layer of silicon. Figure 2.5 shows circuit diagrams of the implanted and 
unimplanted cases and highlights where the resistances and barriers he.
At first, highly doped regions were only used to reduce the potential barrier between 
metal and semiconductor, later generations of devices used highly doped regions as m etal­
lic wires embedded in the silicon. This was achieved by having concentrations of donors 
above the M ott transition, at around 3.8 x At these densities the ground state
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Figure 2.5: Circuit diagrams for unimplanted (top) and implanted (bottom). The resis­
tances are labelled R x  where the subscript H  and S  is the resistance of the highly doped 
silicon and unimplanted silicon respectively. The resistances with two letter subscripts are 
contacts resistances between the appropriate media (M  denotes metal). The unimplanted 
case is simpler but the contact resistance between metal and silicon can be on the order of 
that of the silicon. In the implanted case the current flows past the implanted regions as 
they are so thin compared to the thickness of the silicon which (~  SOOjim). This means the 
Schottky may have an effect on the voltage leads.
wavefunctions overlap in such a way th a t the form an energy band and allows electrons 
to flow as in a metal.
The use of highly doped leads meant the current could be confined to a thinner layer 
of silicon as only a region on the order of lOOnm thick would be metallic. Current flowing 
from one lead to another may stay confined and therefore encounter very few donors, even 
for bulk doped samples. For example, for an active region between two wires 10/im apart, 
lOyum wide and metallic for lOOnm then the active region would be which, with
a donor concentration of would contain 1000 donor atoms which is very low
when compared to the total number of donors between the wires in the whole silicon 
device.
Towards the end of the project devices were made with entirely implanted dopants.
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Figure 2,6: Concentration of donors as a function of depth from the surface for an example 
device fabricated during this work. The orange and red lines show the natural phosphorus 
and the contact implants respectively. The green line shows the implant of arsenic for the 
active region.
This gave a better estim ate of the number of donors in the active region. Two main 
geometries were used for devices: a linear arrangement and a multi-lead "spider" design. 
The linear arrangement was easier to understand in terms of where the resistances were 
coming from in the sample by using two, three and four point measurements (Figure 
2 .8).
Two-terminal measurements are the easiest to perform and can be useful in under­
standing the device characteristics if things like the contacts or the external circuit do 
not contribute significantly to the voltage drop measured. These worries can be avoided 
with four-terminal arrangements which only measure the voltage drop between the points 
where the voltage leads and current leads meet. However, as is shown in Figure 2.8 there 
may be some unwanted resistances that contribute to the measurement which are un­
avoidable. Three-terminal measurements only look at the voltage drop over a single
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Figure 2.7: Concentration of donors as a function of depth from the surface for an example 
device fabricated during this work. The orange and red lines show the phosphorus implants 
for the active region and contacts respectively. The blue line gives the doping level of 
antimony as grown.
contact so they  can be used to  show if tw o-term inal m easurem ents are su itable or if 
four-term inal setup  is require to  get the  desired inform ation.
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(a) Two-terminal measurement. The voltage drop across the whole of the 
sample, including the contacts, as well as that in the leads contribute to the 
measured signal.
(b) Four-terminal measurement. Only the area of interest, between the two inner contacts 
contributes to the voltage drop. It is important to note that the contact resistance is bypassed.
(c) Three-terminal measurement. The contact resistance is isolated in this arrangement how­
ever only the inner two contacts can be measured in this way. This arrangement was used in 
measurements.
V
in
(d) Alternative three-terminal measurement arrangement. By moving the shared current and 
voltage leads a linear relation for the silicon resistance can be found, the y-axis intercept of which 
is the contact resistance.
Figure 2.8: Circuit resistances for two, four and three-terminal measurements. The con­
tributing resistances are shown in green. For a two-terminal arrangement all the resistances 
in series contribute to the voltage drop measured, whereas in the four-terminal case only 
the resistances between the voltage leads ai^'^easured. In three-terminal measurements a 
voltage is only dropped over the contact resistance.
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Figure 2.4 shows I  — V  characteristics at low tem perature in a number of different 
circuit arrangements. The four-terminal in red is close to  linear which is, as mentioned 
before, characteristic of an Ohmic relation. The blue, two-terminal result is much more 
resistive than its four-terminal counterpart and has a clear non-linearity. This shows 
there is a distinct contribution from the contacts as the are the main difference between 
the two and four-terminal circuits. The contact resistances are shown in green and 
cyan. The negative current shows the forward bias arrangement for the three-term inal 
measurements (the positive voltage applied to the metallic side of the contact). A lower 
voltage is require to  produce a current in this polarisation as the electrons have a smaller 
barrier to overcome as they travel from the semiconductor to  the metal. However in the 
reverse bias case (positive voltage applied to  the semiconductor) the electrons have to 
travel from the m etal contact into the silicon over a barrier th a t is exacerbated by the 
applied voltage.
The voltage drop over the contacts measured in Figure 2.4 is on the same order of 
magnitude as the voltage drop across the silicon revealed by the four-terminal measure­
ment. This shows the contact resistance cannot be ignored and therefore four-terminal 
circuit arrangements are needed to study only the silicon. If the contact resistance were 
to be much smaller than  the silicon resistance, then two-terminal measurments could 
have be used.
2.3 Thermal Dependence on Electrical Properties
The first test on newly fabricated samples was to look a t the I  — V  characteristics at low 
tem perature. At room tem perature shallow donors in silicon are all ionised so cryogenic 
systems are needed to  restrict the electrons to  their host atom. For phosphorus, the 
donor electrons are frozen out between 30 and 20i^ which can be seen in the sharp rise in 
resistance when cooled to these temperatures. Samples produced had a typical resistance 
in the M O region; anything less than th a t suggested there was an ex tra conduction 
channel through which current was leaking.
Another issue th a t could cause a lack of high resistance was inefficient cooling. 
Most experiments were conducted on a Oxford Instrum ents Microstat, where the sample 
mounted on a tail piece which is cooled by liquid helium on the inside of the cryostat. As 
the sample was not in an exchange gas it was im portant to have a good therm al contact
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to  the cryostat body. A number of varied mounting techniques were used over the course 
of the project ranging from a piece of insulating cigarette paper to chip holders. The 
preferred technique was to use double sided therm al tape to stick samples to a copper 
plate which was attached to the cryostat tail piece. This cooled the sample most reliably 
(checked with the sample resistance and a similarly mounted tem perature sensor) and to 
the lowest tem peratures (<  4ÜT when the helium was pumped on).
B etter cooling could have been achieved by using an exchange gas systems however 
they require optical access through windows th a t are transparent to the far-infrared as 
well as being able to be helium tight, all at low tem peratures. Often, materials which 
can be used only cover a small wavelength range so they have to  be changed for different 
experiements which can be time consuming.
2 .3 .1  E ffects o f  B la ck b o d y  R ad ia tion
At low tem peratures the bound donor states can be ionised by background radiation 
such as room tem perature blackbody sources and room lights. To restrict the effect of 
such things a heat shield was use to  restrict radiation to  a hole a few mm in diameter. 
The heat shield was cooled to  helium tem perature with the cryostat so the blackbody 
radiation from it was minimal. A room tem perature blackbody can have a large effect 
on the donor system as the energy scales are relatively small. This is showii in Figure 2.9 
which displays two I  — V  curves on the same bulk doped sample at the same tem perature 
but with presence of blackbody radiation at room tem perate in the red trace and A.2K  
in the black (achieved with an unbroken heat shield). In the dark the resistance was 
two orders of magnitude higher than  in the light. This can be explained by looking at 
Planck’s law of blackbody radiation which gives the energy distribution radiated from 
an ideal blackbody a t tem perature T . In terms of frequency, u the relation is given as:
B (T ) =  (2-1)
C g k g T  _  I
where h is Planck’s constant; c is the speed of light and /jg is the Boltzmann constant. 
This is plotted for 300A' in Figure 2.10. The area highlighted in red is the radiation th a t 
is of high enough frequency to ionise an electron from the ground state of a phosphorus 
atom. In comparison the same plot for 5A  gives a peak energy of 10“ ^  ^J m “  ^with nearly 
all the frequencies less than 10^'^Hz.
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Figure 2.9: I  — V  curves for a bulk doped Si;P sample with and without room temperature 
blackbody radiation incident on the silicon. The black line shows the case where the device 
is isolated from the room with a metal heat shield. The red trace had a small hole in the heat 
shield opened up so the silicon only was visible. The dark case is 100 times more resistive 
than in the light, even though the temperature was 1 8 K  in both.
The effect of the blackbody radiation can be explored by estimating the number of 
electrons in both the light and the dark. This can be done using the equations:
a — UeEfl (2 .2 )
and
J = (2.3)
oV  _  i
17 ~ A
where a  is the conductivity; ng is the concentration of electrons; e is the electronic 
charge; p is the electron mobility; j  is the current density; V  is the voltage; L is the 
length between the contacts; I  is the current and A  is the cross sectional area of the
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Figure 2.10: Spectral dependence of energy emitted per unit area of a blackbody at 300K 
in accordance with Planck’s law. The red area is the radiation which can ionise a ground 
state electron on a phosphorus impurtity in silicon. In contrast the plot for 3K is not visible 
on this scale as it is so low in energy and frequency.
silicon, as seen by a moving electron. Together these equations can be used to obtain:
For the sample used in Figure 2.9 the contacts were 2m m  apart and the silicon was 
0.8mm thick and 1mm wide (A =  8 x 10“ ^m“ ^). Values for p. can be readily found in 
the literature and for IS K  are In the dark a IV  drop was seen from a
current of O.IS^A  whereas only 14.7/xTl was needed. These figures give values of rig of 
2.0 X 10^‘^ m“  ^ and 2.3 x  10^®m“  ^ for the dark and light respectively. The donor density 
of the silicon wafer was 2 x 10^°m“  ^ so if all the excited electrons are from the donors, 
0.01% or one in 8700 are ionised by the presence of the radiation which is a negligible 
amount.
The effects of tem perature on the occupancy of donor states can be seen in Figure 
2.11. This was constructed using the Boltzmann distribution:
Ni =
-E,i
(2.5)
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where N{ is the occupancy of the ffh energy level; Ei is the energy of the «th energy 
level; gi is the density of states of the ith  energy level and Z (T) is the partition function, 
given by:
-Ea
Z(T)=Y,9ie“’>^  (2.6)
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Figure 2.11: Calculated occupancy of different levels in Si:P. At low temperature all the 
electrons remain in the ground (Is) state shown in black. Above 50iC other states begin to 
be populated. The purple line shows the conduction band (assuming the same degeneracy 
as the other energy levels). The excited bound states are shown in every other colour and 
never dominate the occupancy.
Although only the n = 2 and n  =  3 excited states are taken into account and a 
limited density of states was given to the conduction band, there is still a clear transition 
around 50iC where the ground Is  states begin to be excited, mostly into the conduction 
band. The density of states was kept to a low number in Figure 2.11 in order to highlight 
the bound excited states. However if a much higher density of states is used a situation 
like that shown in Figure 2.12, there is a sharper transition between the ground state 
dominating and full ionisation. This is very similar to what is seen in resistance mea­
surements as a function of tem perature, as shown in Figure 2.15 later in this chapter. 
Here there is a large change in conductance between 20 and 3 0 as donors start to ionise 
around these temperatures. The excited donor states are never significantly occupied. 
This is due to their energy levels being just below the conduction band so if there is 
enough energy to excite them from the Is  state then there is more than enough to ionise 
them from the higher level. This highlights the need for low tem peratures when studying 
bound donor electrons.
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Figure 2.12: A more realistic model of the occupancy of the energy levels in Si:P than in 
Figure 2.11. The conduction band was given a much higher degeneracy so more electrons 
will occupy this level when there is enough energy in the system. This is seen by the sharper 
rise in occupancy of the conduction band (purple) at around 30Æ. As before, below this 
temperature nearly all the electrons occupy the ground state. The still bound, excited states 
do not contribute to the system.
The second quantity which determines the current is the mobility. This is determined 
by two factors: the number of phonons in the silicon crystal and the number of ionised 
donors. Both of these are dependent on the tem perature as well as the effective mass of 
the moving electrons forming the current, and have their own associated mobility which 
can be combined to form a single governing mobility:
+
1 - 1
(2.7)
,1-^phonon f^ion J
The mobility from the phonons, fiphonon, is proportional to The mobility
dictated by ionised donors, jiion, follows as well as being inversely proportional
to the density of ionised impurities. These can be combined to produce a relation for 
the mobility as a function of tem perature. Such a relation is plotted in Figure 2.13 for 
a carrier concentration of 2 x . The mobilities associated with ionised donors
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and phonons are shown in blue and red respectively, while the combined relationship is 
plotted in black and shows the mobility flatten off and start to decrease below 2QK.
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Figure 2,13: Calculated mobility as a function of temperature for Si;P with a carrier 
concentration of 2 x The red line shows the jj, oc T~^  relation of the mobility
associated with phonons. The blue line shows the j i c c T i  relation of the mobility associated 
with ionised donors. The black line is a combination of both effects.
W ith the tem perature dependence of the carrier concentration and the mobility it 
is possible to construct a picture of what happens to the resistance and conductance as 
the tem perature varies. This is im portant as this is what is effectively measured. The 
conductivity as a function of tem perature was calculated using equation 2.2 and the 
relationships for ne(T) and ^u(T) from Figures 2.12 and 2.13 and plotted in Figure 2.14. 
This gives a slow increase as the tem perature is lowered from room tem perature; a peak 
in conductivity at 30Æ then a sharp decrease as both the carrier concentration and the 
mobility sta rt to fall.
The tem perature dependent conductance (inverse of the resistance) is shown in Figure 
2.15. Above 50AT, where the thermally ionised carrier concentration is constant, the 
resistance slowly falls due to an increased mobility from the smaller number of phonons. 
Between 30 and 50iF there is a slow rise in resistance from the reduction in the number
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Figure 2.14: Calculated conductivity for Si:P with a donor density of 2 x The
peak at 30Æ is dictated by the occupancy of the conduction band but the drop off below 
this temperature is helped by the drop in mobility.
of ionised donors. Below this the electron population dramatically reduces and therefore 
the resistance jumps as well. At tem peratures below 20K  the resistance levels off and is 
limited by blackbody radiation. This is shown in Figure 2.15 by the data  in blue which 
displays the resistance in the dark measured as before as a function of tem perature. This 
data follows the optically accessible data reasonably well over the sharp increase but 
continues to rise at low tem peratures so a much more resistive system is produced.
The experimental data in Figure 2.15 follows the shape of the calculated relationship 
in Figure 2.14. They both exhibit a slow rise with decreasing tem perature down to 
SOiF then a sudden drop off. The theoretical data  does not level out again as in the 
measured data. This is most likely due to the presence of a finite amount of excitation 
from blackbody radiation which can not be avoided.
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Figure 2.15: Conductance as a function of a temperature for a bulk doped Si;P sample, 
measured in the four terminal arrangement. The red line shows the conductance when the 
sample is open to room temperature radiation while the blue shows the case when a cold heat 
shield is used so that the sample is isolated from room temperature blackbody radiation.
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2 .3 .2  F itt in g  o î I — V  M easu rem en ts
To get a better understanding of the the discrepancies from the measurements shown 
previously in this chapter it is worth taking a more in depth look at the nature of 
transport through the sample.
2.3.2.1 M ott-G urney Conduction
The M ott-Gurney Law can be derived from the examination of space charge in the 
regime where the transport is limited by the mobility. This produces a relation between 
the current density and voltage in the form:
J  =  (2 .8)
which differs from an Ohm’s law relation of /  oc F  by an extra factor of V . This 
means it should be possible to identify this kind of transport by plotting the I  — V  
measurements as This is done in Figures 2.16 and 2.17. M ott-Gurney transport
is only seen when the sample is shielded from room tem perature blackbody radiation and 
at lOK  (Figure 2.16a). This will be im portant in later chapters for optical measurements 
in later chapters which were all conducted in the presence of room tem perature blackbody 
radiation.
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Figure 2.16: Fits of /  —F  data using the Mott-Gurney Law of space charge limited current 
for a Si:P sample at different temperatures while shielded from room temperature blackbody 
radiation. The experimental points are in blue while the best fit line is in black. Both 
forward and reverse bias data has been fitted together. The data on the left (1 OIL)exhibits 
the straight line of oc 7 whereas the data on the right shows a nonlinear relationship and 
hence the lack of space charge limited transport.
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Figure 2.17: Fits oi I  — V  data using the Mott-Gurney Law of space charge limited 
current for a Si:P sample at different temperatures without shielding from room temperature 
blackbody radiation. The experimental points are in blue while the best fit line is in black. 
Both forward and reverse bias data has been fitted together. Neither figure shows the 
straight line indicative of Mott-Gurney transport.
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2 .3 .3  A d d ition a l Sam ples
2.3.3.1 Silicon on Insulator
In parallel to  the samples produced at Surrey, silicon on insulator (SOI) devices were 
fabricated at the University of Peking in China. These samples were also implanted with 
phosphorus to a peak level of 2 x in the active region and to over 1 x
in the leads. The silicon surrounding the active region and the leads was etched away 
leaving a well defined Hall bar structure. These devices had six terminals As the device 
layer was separated from the rest of the silicon substrate by an insulating oxide layer, 
a voltage could be applied to the back of the sample. This acted like a gate on a field 
effect transistor and could be used to control the flow of current through the sample by 
changing the mobility of the electrons moving through the channel rather than changing 
the population.
2.3.3.2 Fully Im planted Bulk Samples
Towards the end of the project samples were produced in undoped silicon with all the 
donors added via ion implantation. Although some of the opto-electrical properties of 
these samples were not as desired (see next chapter), this was an im portant step in the 
production of few donor devices such as those proposed in the SPG scheme where the 
donors are required to be placed with atomic precision. Although single atom im planta­
tion has been developed (4) its use in arranging multiple atoms it is still limited to lOnm 
or so, whereas other methods have reached atomic precision (5). However im plantation 
remains a very useful tool for producing metallic wires and adding small numbers of 
donors where needed to silicon devices.
2.4 Conclusions
Aside from processing recipes, the above chapter explains some of the key points to 
consider during sample fabrication and characterisation. Repeatable, reliable fabrication 
methods such as formation of Ohmic contacts are required for making devices efficiently. 
For samples in which the bound donor states can be studied a large resistance a t low 
tem peratures is essential as any change in current flow can be measured easily. The device 
geometries and measurement techniques described here are limited to the detection of
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changes in a transient current passed through the region of interest. For small numbers 
of donors these techniques will probably need to be substituted for more sensitive and 
less invasive ones. Measurements of capacitance or van der Pauw arrangements may give 
deeper insights into the dynamics of the donor system in silicon.
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Spectroscopy of Silicon Donor 
Systems
3.1 Introduction
This chapter looks at spectroscopy of donor systems. During this work it was used 
both as a characterisation technique to test electrical devices produced in the manner 
described in the previous chapter as well as an exploratory method of investigating the 
energy of transitions within the donor as a function of various parameters.
The particular method of spectroscopy used is examined first before results produced 
with optical and electrical detection are presented. The final section of this chapter looks 
at experiments conducted in high magnetic fields.
3.2 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
Fourier transform  infrared spectroscopy has been a useful tool for a number of years, 
especially for the far infrared region where the intra-donor transitions in silicon lie and 
there are very few coherent light sources.
FTIR  spectrometers are based around a Michelson interferometer arrangement. A 
broadband light source is collimated and sent on to a 50:50 beam splitter producing two 
equally intense beams. One of the beams reflects off a reciprocating mirror while the 
other beam reflects off a stationary mirror to  provide a reference. After recombining the 
two arms at the beam splitter, the out coming beam intensity varies with time due to
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alternating constructive and destructive interference. A schematic of the beam can be 
seen in Figure 3.1.
Fixed 
mirror
IR 
source
/ / / /
Sample
mirror
Detector
Figure 3.1: Simple schematic of a Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometer. The infrared 
light source produces a beam of broadband light which is split with a beam splitter. One 
arm of the beam travels over a fixed length while the other has its path length varied by a 
moving mirror. The two beams are brought back to colineararity with the beam splitter and 
are focussed on to the sample. For optical measurements a separate detector is required, 
but for electrical detection the sample acts as the detector.
When the two arms have the same path length all wavelength of light intefere con­
structively. However, if the difference in path length is increased, the interference fringes 
from different wavelength get out of phase with each other and fringes are no longer 
visiable. An example of a such a signal, or interferrogram, can be seen in Figure 3.2,
In order to extract the spectral information from the interferrogram a Fourier trans-
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0
0
Figure 3.2: Simulated centre burst from a range of interfered waves. At zero path delay 
all wavelengths have a maximum so there is constructive interference but phase differences 
quickly cause any oscillations to disappear quickly when a path length difference is intro­
duced.
form is needed such as a cosine Fourier transform of the form;
/•oo
= /  I{5) cos{2TTP5)d5
Jo
(3.1)
where S{u) is the spectrum function; I{0) is the interferrogram function in space; u is 
the frequency and 5 is the path difference. However in practice the fast Fourier transform 
algorithm is used as it can calculate the spectrum from a discrete interferrogram.
The main advantage of FTIR  spectroscopy, when compared to other methods of 
spectroscopy in the far infrared, lies in the resolution which can be obtained. In order 
to get a higher resolution in the spectra, the interferogram needs to be longer which 
can be easily be done by moving the mobile mirror over a longer distance. Grating 
spectrometers, which are also used in the infrared region, require a higher number of 
lines on the diffractive grating in order to obtain a higher resolution. For the relatively 
long wavelengths of the far infrared this can result in large and awkward optics.
For example, to obtain a resolution of 0.004^m (commonly obtainable for tabletop 
FTIR  spectrometers) at a wavelength of 30/im the number of lines on the grating required 
is given by ^  =  7500 lines. If each line is SOfirn wide this gives a grating with a width
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of 22cm which would be cumbersome to  try  and use effectively. The resolution can 
be increased by using higher orders of diffraction from the grating but this reduces the 
intensity of light and makes finding a signal much harder. The disadvantage of FTIR  
spectrometers come at shorter wavelengths which can only be achieved by having smaller 
and smaller steps in mirror position.
3 .2 .1  O p tica lly  D e te c te d  Fourier T ransform  Infrared S p ectroscop y
As stated above, the most conventional way of obtaining an FTIR  spectrum is to measure 
the transmission of light through a sample and compare it to a background reading. This 
can be a very powerful technique as a lot of the features in the raw spectrum such as water 
absorption lines are removed leaving those features associated with the sample (several 
rotational modes can be excited in this region of the em -spectrum ). O ther sample related 
features can be removed from the spectrum by using a reference spectrum from the sample 
then changing one of the measurement conditions so th a t only the features of interest 
change. This can be done with donors in silicon by using a room tem perature spectrum  
as the background as the donor transitions are not seen due to complete ionisation of 
the donor electrons. Using such a background allows the removal of features such a 
Fabry-Pérot fringes.
Such a spectrum  is shown in Figure 3.3 for bulk Si:P. The expected transition lines are 
shown with green dashed lines, nine of which m atch those seen. These are the transitions 
to the p-orbitals (I = 2) as these are the only non-forbidden transitions via absorption 
of a photon and therefore the only transitions with a large enough cross-section to  be 
observed easily.
The strength of the lines can be used to  see how the population of the ground state 
of the donors evolves with tem perature. This is shown in Figure 3.4 where several 
spectra from the same sample at different tem peratures are shown. The peak area of the 
Is  2p± transition is shown as a function of tem perature in the inset. This follows the 
relation seen in Chapter 2 for the expected population of the ground state with the signal 
saturating at low tem peratures due to  the low intensity of the light (the transmission is 
close to zero for some of the transitions).
The width of the lines is expected to give the homogeneous lifetime of the excited 
states if they are limited by homogeneous factors. If this is the case the lifetime can be
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Figure 3.3: Optically detected FTIR absorption spectrum of bulk Czochralski Si:P with a 
donor density of 6 — 10 x 10^^cm“ .^ The spectrum was taken at 4K  and divided by a room 
temperature reference scan. The dashed lines show the expected intra-donor transitions 
from the Is state. The lines that are present here are (in green, from left to right) the 2po, 
2p±, 3po, 4po, 3p±, 4p±, 4f±, 5p± and 6p±. The red lines indicate where transitions are 
expected but not observed.
calculated from the equation;
A E 1
h ~ 2 7 tA T i
Applying this to Figure 3.4, the homogeneous lifetimes calculated are 16 and 20ps 
for the 2po and 2p± levels. This does not agree with time-domain measurements of the 
lifetime made previously (1,2) and so it follows that this spectrum  is inhomogeneously 
broadened and so equation 3.2 is not useful here. W ith the reduction of the linewidth 
measured for donor systems such as Si:P over several decades (3, 4), it has been shown 
the homogeneous limit of the linewidth can be reached (1), but only with the highest 
grade of isotopically purified silicon available (5).
Inhomogeneous broadening is caused by each state in the system (in this case the 
donor electrons) experiencing slightly different potential from their environments. This
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Figure 3.4: Optically detected FTIR absorption spectrum of bulk Si:P at different tem­
peratures. The donor spectrum starts to appear when cooling from 100 to bOK. The inset 
show the peak area for the l.s —> 2p± transition. This is the same as was seen with the 
occupancy of the ground state in Chapter 2.
can be the result of a number of factors such as strain, isotope content of the silicon and 
interactions with other donors. For the doping concentrations used here 
the concentration should not have any significant effect. Varying the isotope make-up of 
the silicon has be shown to vary the linewidths by a factor of between 2 and 3 but this 
does not account fully for the broad features seen here. Therefore strain from mounting 
is the main suspect for inhomogeneous broadening.
3 .2 .2  E lectr ica lly  D e te c te d  Fourier T ransform  Infrared S p ectro sco p y
In electrically detected Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (EDFTIR) the electrical 
properties of the sample are measured as a function of the mirror position in order to 
produce an interferogram, rather than an external detector. By applying a voltage across 
the device, changes in the current through the sample can be measured and used as an 
input signal for the FTIR  in order to produce an interferogram in place of an external 
detector as in optical methods. This allows for a higher degree of sensitivity in the 
measurement when compared to the optical techniques described earlier This is due
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to the fact th a t external detectors measure a change in a signal, whereas, in electrical 
detection any signal is contrasted by a zero background.
Example spectra are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Figure 3.5 shows a spectrum 
taken using a near infrared source. The silicon band gap can be seen around 1.1 e F  and 
moves with tem perature as previously shown by (6). This is caused by electrons being 
excited from the valence band, across the bandgap to the conduction band. Although 
not too exciting in itself the silicon bandgap spectrum could be used to  check the setup 
is working and to  align the beam as a source with visible components could be used 
whereas the mid infrared source used for the donor spectra did not. Also, it can be used 
to help check the absolute current from known cross-sections.
Figure 3.5 show the silicon bandgap measured electrically with FTIR. The expected 
bandgap is given by:
aT^
Eg = E o - : ^  (3.3)
where a  and ^  are fitting parameters (6). These have been measured and at room 
tem perature the band gap is 1.12eF which is equivalent to photons with a frequency of 
270THz.  In comparison the intra-donor transitions are on the order of lOTHz.
For donors in silicon infrared radiation causes transitions from the ground state  to 
excited levels as well as to the conduction band. If being in these excited states affects 
the current through the sample the lines will appear in the spectrum obtained. Lines 
matching the predicted energies of the intra-donor were observed by electrically detected 
FTIR, an example of which is shown in Figure 3.6.
Although the presence of the transitions lines in the electrically detected spectra 
shows there is a change in the conduction through the sample it is not obvious what 
process takes place for this to occur. The simplest mechanism is a change in resistance of 
the transient current past the donor due to the change in the size of the bound electron 
wavefunction. The expected ra te of scattering with an excited donor can be examined 
theoretically to  test whether this is a viable explanation and is done so next.
3.2.2.1 Am ount of Scattering in Donor System s
If a volume, V,  of silicon is defined so th a t it contains exactly one im purity atom  and the 
cross-sectional area of each impurity is a  then a cylinder can be described with volume.
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Figure 3.5: EDFTIR spectra showing the silicon band gap (red line). The black, dashed 
line shows the expected value of the bandgap, given by equation 3.3. The blue line shows 
transitions to the ground state of phosphorus donors (which will be ionised at these tem­
peratures) , while the orange shows the frequency needed to ionise a donor to give a idea of 
the difference in scales between the donor and cross bandgap transitions.
V,  base area, a, and length, I =
The number of conduction electrons in the cylinder is given by — nla  where n  is 
the density of electrons and can be found from the current density with the equation:
J  — nev (3.4)
where e is the electronic charge and v is the drift velocity of the electrons. If, for 
simplicity, the electrons travel in the direction along the cylinder and are equally spaced, 
the length between them  will be ^ . The probability of an electron in a cylinder reaching 
the end (reaching the donor) in a certain time, t, can be found by dividing the distance 
travelled in the time, by the distance between the conduction electrons:
vtNp
(3.5)
Substituting in equation 3.4and Ng =  nla  gives:
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Figure 3.6: Electrically detected FTIR spectrum in silicon doped to a level of 1.24 x 
with phosphorus. The orange lines are the expected transitions for intra donor 
transitions up to Is —> Qp±. These match up with the features seen in the measured 
spectrum. The lowest frequency transition (to the 2po at 8.23THz is highly suppressed by 
the lack of phonons to ionise the excited state. The red line is the conduction edge. The 
peaks to the right of this are Fabry Perot oscillations.
P
Jtn la
Ine
J ta
e (3.6)
Interestingly this is independent of the density of donors in the silicon. This can be 
explained by the fact th a t increasing the number of donors reduces the volume of the 
cylinders and therefore the number of electrons in th a t volume.
For an example large-scale device the active region is 2m m  long with a cross-sectional 
area defined by a width 1mm and thickness 0.8mm. Typical currents are on the order 
of lOOjuA so the current density can be found to be 125Am “ .^ The lifetime of excited 
states in phosphorus donors in silicon has been shown to be on the order of 2G0ps (1) 
and the cross section to  be around 3 x 10~^®m“ .^ W ith these numbers the probability 
of a conduction electron encountering an excited donor state can be calculated and is 
4.7 X 10-"^.
This probability shows that an excited donor state will rarely come in to contact 
with a conduction electron so any scattering events will be negligible when looking at
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the interactions to be seen in the electrically detected FTIR. As the number of transient 
electrons encountering the donor is so low it suggest that the change in current is coming 
from an interaction not involving the bias current. This suggests ionisation of the donors 
is taking place which is adding to the current flow. However, it is not immediately obvious 
what causes the second step in the two stage process. This will be explored next.
3 .2 .3  T em perature D ep en d en ce  o f  E lec tr ica lly  D e te c te d  D on or S p ec­
tra
After absorbing a T H z  photon, a donor electron is still bound to its nucleus. This means 
an extra process is needed to cause the still bound excited donor states to affect the 
current significantly. It was seen th a t the excited states contributed to the photoconduc­
tivity in the sample when the tem perature of the system was raised (see (7) and references 
therein). This was explained to  be thermal ionisation of excited states by phonons in the 
silicon, producing the name photothermal ionisation. The two stage process is shown in 
Figure 3.7.
%
â  0
Excited
States
-40
Figure 3.7: Schematic of photothermal ionisation for Si:P. Photons (dashed lines) promote 
ground state electrons in to the excited states (blue). Thermal phonons (dotted lines) then 
ionise the electrons into the conduction band. For this Si;P system the phonons need to be 
around at least lOmeF in energy but less than 45meF in order to prevent ionisation from 
the ground state.
Figure 3.8 shows the tem perature dependence of electrically detected FTIR  in bulk 
Si:P. The amplitude of the transitions lines grow with tem peratures up to around 2QK
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while the continuum level remains roughly the same. This is because the intra-donor 
transitions require phonons, the number of which increases with tem perature, whereas 
the the transitions straight into the continuum only require the photon.
Figure 3.10 shows two spectra taken a t 5.5iF and 21K .  At frequencies high enough to 
ionise the ground state donor (higher than  l l T H z )  the signals are in very good agreement 
with each other. Below this the Is  to excited state transition lines can be seen only in 
the higher tem perature case. This is not only the case for the Is  — 2p± and Is  —)■ 3p± 
lines (9.6 and lO.SSTFfz respectively) but for the host of higher n  states between 10.5 
and l l T H z .  Comparing this to  Figure 3.9 which shows a spectrum  in the same sample 
at lOAT in blue (along with the same 21K  spectrum as Figure 3.10), the response at 
frequencies just below the ionisation edge starts to grow as the increase in energy of 
phonons in the system allows more of the electrons in excited states to be ionised and 
ultim ately detected.
The main importance of this result is the need for a certain level of therm al energy 
required for a intra-donor transition signal to be seen which means th a t there is no 
significant two photon interactions where an optically excited electron is subsequently 
ionised by a second photon. This removes any concern about the broad band light source 
causing extra ionisation th a t is not there when using mono-chromatic light.
The tem perature dependence of the strength of the transitions can be used to  estim ate 
the activation energy of the process using an Arrhenius plot. This is done using the 
Arrhenius equation:
I s i g ^ A e ’^B'i' (3.7)
By taking the natural logarithm of Equation 3.7 a linear equation is obtained of the 
form: In (Isig) — In {A) — Therefore a plot of In Isig as a function of ^  should give 
a straight line plot with a gradient th a t produces the activation energy (after dividing 
by —ks)-  Such plots are shown in Figure 3.11 for the 2p± and the 3p± transitions. The 
activation energies of each transition were found to be 5.6 ±  0.2m eF for the 2p± and 2.4 
±  O.lmeV  for the Sp±. In both cases this is just under the expected ionisation energies 
(6.4 and 3.12m eF respectively). This suggests th a t a single phonon causes the electron 
to be excited to  the high n  states where it can be ionised very easily.
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F ig u re  3.8: Temperature dependence of electrically detected FTIR. The sample was bulk 
doped Si:P. with a bias of 4.5F. The transition lines increase in strength as the temperature 
is raised. At 1 6 K  the signal starts to get noisy and at 1 8 K  the signal drops off dramatically 
as the resistance of the sample decreases as well. The signal seen from the conduction band 
above 1 2 T H z  does not increase significantly with temperature. These two features support 
the two stage mechanism for detection.
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Figure 3.9: EDTFIR spectra in a Si;P sample, bulk doped to a level of 2 x 1014, at
different temperatures. The red trace is 21K  while the blue is at IGRT. While the continuum 
level (above l lT H z)  is the same for both temperatures, the intra-donor transitions are much 
less prominent at the lower temperature.
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Figure 3.10: EDTFIR spectra in a Si:P sample, bulk doped to a level of 2 x at
different temperatures. The red trace is 27K while the blue is at 5K. Although there is a 
lot more noise in the low temperature case there is still a clear loss of response over even 
the highest bound states.
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Figure 3.11: Arrhenius plot for the 2p± and 3p± transition lines in bulk Si:P. The gradient 
of the slopes can be used to calculate the activation energies for the ionisation from the 
excited donor state.
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3 .2 .4  V oltage D e p en d en ce  o f  E lectr ica lly  D e te c te d  D on or S p ectra
The second param eter which can be varied easily in EDFTIR is the electric field applied. 
Figure 3.12 show the effects of changing the applied voltage. Increasing the voltage in­
creases the signal seen at the resonant wavelengths as well as those which cause direct 
ionisation. This follows the assumption th a t the voltage is not involved with the ion­
isation process. Figure 3.13 show the peak heights for the 2p± and 3p± as a function 
of tem perature. The signal starts to increase slowly at low voltages suggesting there is 
a threshold to overcome before a signal can be seen. Above this level the resonances 
increase fairly linearly with voltage.
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Figure 3.12: Electrically detected FTIR signal for a range of bias voltages (blue to red 
lines are 1 —8F ). The transition lines seen grow with increasing bias, as does the continuum 
signal above 12THz. There are no lines seen at zero bias.
3 .2 .5  C om parison  o f  O ptica l and E lectr ica l F T IR
There are a number of differences in the spectra produced by optical and electrical FTIR  
methods. These can be seen in Figure 3.14 which shows a spectrum produced via both 
methods.
The optical case is simpler than the electrical, as it only depends on the occupancy 
of the levels; there are less excitations to the higher bound states than the lower ones
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Figure 3.13: Peak height and as a function of bias voltage for the and 3p± transitions.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between electrically (red) and optically (blue) detected FTIR 
spectra. The optical spectrum is much cleaner and has much sharper lines however the 
electrically detected case produced more transition lines. Also the higher n states have a 
relatively larger signal in the electrical case due to their proximity to the conduction band.
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and the transitions to  p±  states are preferable their po counterparts. However, using 
electrical detection introduces more complexities to  the measured signal. In addition 
to the intra-donor excitation, which is the same as the optical case, there is also the 
ionisation of the excited states which the higher states do more readily. This means the 
Is  —)■ 3p± line is often the strongest while the Is  —)• 2po line is highly suppressed due its 
distance from the conduction band.
The signal produced by direct ionisation to  the conduction band is quite clear in elec­
trically detected spectra and is stronger than the m ajority of the intra-donor transitions. 
This is not seen in the optical measurements shown here as it can be divided out taking 
a reference scan a t an elevated tem perature where no intra donor transitions are seen.
The tem perature dependence of the transition lines follow different behaviors in the 
two detection methods. The optical detection relies on a low tem perature in order to 
have ground state electrons to absorb the infrared light while electrical detection requires 
therm al ionisation from the excited state in addition to  the initial frozen out ground state. 
The difference between the two dependences is shown in Figure 3.15.
The linewidths of the transitions are much broader in the electrically detected mea­
surement in Figure 3.14 even though both samples came from Czochralski grown wafers. 
However, the electrical samples are more securely mounted in order to m aintain electrical 
contacts. This introduces strain in to the silicon crystal which varies for different atoms 
an so the linewidths are inhomogeneously broadened which also reduces the coherence 
lifetime.
3 .2 .6  S p ectroscop y  o f  Im p lan ted  D on ors
Moving forward from bulk doped silicon samples, the im plantation of dopants into the 
wafer allows the fabrication of smaller scale devices. Such devices were fabricated as 
described in Chapter 2. The electrically detected FT IR  spectrum  of a devices w ith a 
heavy doping of phosphorus under the contacts and a lighter doping level between the 
central contacts is shown in Figure 3.16.
A typical set of transitions are seen with a reduced signal at the 2po which was seen in 
bulk doped electrically detected samples. All the expected transitions up to  the Is  —>• 6± 
can be resolved even if they are broader than those seen in optical experiments (Figure 
3.3). This can be attribu ted  to extra strain introduced in the contacting procedure. 
However what is encouraging is the lack of broadening from im purity bands as all the
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Figure 3.15: Area of the Is —)• 2p± transition peak as a function of temperature detected 
optically (black) and electrically (red). The optical data has been normalised in order to fit 
both traces on the same scale. The optical measurements increase in strength with decreasing 
temperature as opposed to the electrical case where the signal grows up to around 18K before 
sharply falling. Although both traces fall off at higher temperatures due to ionisation of 
the ground state, the electrical measurements are also suppressed by a reduction in mobility 
(see Chapter 2).
peaks seem to have similar linewidths. In other samples the higher excited states s tart 
to broaden due to interactions with other donors electrons in the proximity which are 
not felt when the electrons are in the more confined lower states.
Despite this positive result, switching the donor implant between the contacts to 
another donor species such as Antimony produces a spectrum (Figure 3.17) with transi­
tions corresponding to phosphorus which is present in relatively large amounts under the 
contacts. This suggests the previous spectrum show in Figure 3.16 is also just showing a 
signal from the contact implant rather than the area of interest between the contacts.
Aside from the phosphorus, no obvious lines correspond to the expected antimony 
transitions. This is is probably due to the fact the signal from the antimony is still below 
the noise floor.
This result is im portant as it highlights the downside of implanting under the contacts 
as they may contribute to any resonant signal seen. This becomes im portant when the
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Figure 3.16: Electrically detected FITR spectrum of a fully implanted device. A light 
doping of phosphorus was implanted between the inner contacts while a heavier implant 
was used under the contacts. The measurement was taken at 22K with a bias of lOV. The 
dashed orange lines show the expected transitions for Si:P. The 2po line is not seen, as in 
bulk electrically detected spectra, due to the lower density of phonons capable of ionising 
the excited states.
number of donors being illuminated is required.
3.2.6.1 Future Work
To achieve a signal from a lightly doped central region the noise floor needs to be lower 
so that the resonant signal emerges. This can be done be introducing lock-in techniques 
and modulating either optically or electrically.
Another problem may be in the implant of high density phosphorus if it spreads 
across the active region during annealing. If this isn’t the case the leads may not cause 
problems if they are shielded from the light in some manner. However this is not easy to 
do as infrared light will diffract readily around structures.
3.3 Spectroscopy in High Magnetic Field
Magnetic fields are used for a number of reasons in donor based systems. Spin based 
qubits often require a field to split energy levels via the Zeeman effect. In donor systems
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Figure 3.17: Electrically detected FITR spectrum device implanted with antimony. The 
lines seen correspond with transitions in Si;P (dashed orange lines) and come from the im­
planted phosphorus under the contacts. Although some of the antimony transitions (dashed 
blue) seem to line up with features these are on the order of the noise level and are not 
repeatable.
in GaAs electrical detection was carried out with a magnetic field to separate the donor 
states from out of the conduction. For the SFG scheme the application of a magnetic held 
gradient across an array of qubits could change the transition energies for each meaning 
specihc atoms could be addressed individually.
The theory of hydrogen in high magnetic helds has been around for a long time and 
has been used for the estimating the magnetic held strength of highly magnetic white 
dwarf stars. These were hrst predicted in 1968 by Ostriker and Hartwick (8) and hrst 
discovered in 1970 (9). The theory of hydrogen in a magnetic held can be found in a 
number of places (10, 11) adds the magnetic vector potential,A , to the Hamiltonian for 
atomic hydrogen:
Ê = ipyr! _ ^  (3.8)
2me dyreor
where p  is the momentum of the electron; rUe is the mass of the electron; cq is the 
perm ittivity of free space and r  is the radius of the electron orbit. When this is expanded 
out there are two terms containing the vector potential; the A  ■ p  + p  ■ A  term  donates 
the linear Zeeman term whereas the term  in is the quadratic Zeeman effect. This
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is can be usually ignored at lower fields but later it will be shown to have a significant 
effect.
At high enough magnetic field (when ) the spherical symmetry of the
Coulomb potential starts to  be overtaken by the cylindrical symmetry created by the 
magnetic field. For hydrogen this regime is reached when B  =  119000T which is around 
the value observed for the most magnetic white dwarfs. However, for atoms in silicon the 
magnetic field required is only around 30T due to the reduced effective electrons mass 
and the perm ittivity of the silicon. This is obtainable in laboratories using continuous 
electromagnets. This means the extreme physics expected in high field white dwarfs can 
be replicated in the safety of a lab.
This regime of atomic structures in strong magnetic fields has become of interest 
due to the prediction of magnetic bonds between atoms such as hydrogen and helium 
forming new molecules such as H e 2 - Also, as the nature of the symmetry of the sys­
tem changes from spherical to  cylindrical the Hamiltonian becomes non-integrable and 
displays quantum  chaos.
For atoms in silicon an extra term  needs to be added to  the Hamiltonian to  account for 
the effects of tetrahedral crystal structure. This produces an anisotropic kinetic energy 
term due to differences in the effective mass of the electrons in different directions. By 
transforming the coordinate system so th a t the kinetic energy is isotropic the Coulomb 
interaction becomes anisotropic. The solutions to the Hamiltonian are mixtures of the 
spherical harmonics.
The high fields being investigated also add significance to  the quadratic Zeeman 
effect which is usually neglected a t smaller fields (12). The quadratic Zeeman effect 
can is responsible for non-linear changes of energy levels with fields and allows mixing of 
excited states th a t could not otherwise do so. The allowed mixing from the linear Zeeman 
effect are states th a t have A m  — T1 and A L  — 0, whereas, the quadratic Zeeman effect 
also introduces mixing between states with Am  =  0 and A L ± 2 .  The presence of mixing 
can be inferred from the presence of anti-crossings between transition lines as they move 
with field, where two states take on the properties of each other rather than cross.
In this model the movement of the donor nucleus and the spin-orbit interaction is 
ignored as they are negligible.
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3 .3 .1  O ptica l E xp er im en ts
A comparison to the theory was produced with optical transmission FTIR  in Si:P. The 
sample was a float zone grown bulk silicon with a doping density of 8 x The
sample was polished and wedged to an angle of 1° so as to  produce sharp transition lines 
and remove any Fabry-Pérot oscillations. Optical FTIR  spectra were taken as a func­
tion of magnetic field at the High Field Magnet Laboratory a t the Radboud University, 
Nijmegen, by a team  of people including myself.
The sample was mounted in a strain free manner to minimise the broadening of the 
widths of the transition lines observed. The sample was then placed inside a cryostat 
with a small amount of helium as an exchange gas. The insert was then placed in to 
liquid helium bath  and allowed to  cool to  A.2K before further cooling by pumping on the 
helium. The final experimental tem perature was l.SK . Care was taken for the sample 
to be in the centre of the magnetic field to  achieve the most homogeneous field possible. 
An FTIR  spectrometer was used to  measure the spectrum  of the silicon as described in 
Section 3.2 with the light transm itted through the sample collected by a liquid helium 
cooled silicon detector. Due to the high stray fields from the magnet the spectrometer 
was situated in separate room, several metres above the magnet and connected to the 
cryostat via an evacuated tube to reduce the effects of water absorption. A schematic of 
the setup is shown in Figure 3.18.
The intra-donor transition lines could be seen to move with field as expected. In 
contrast the background transmission and the water absorption lines remained stationary 
throughout. These are shown in Figures 3.19 and 3.20 (for phosphorus and bismuth 
respectively). Each scan was divided by the median and inverted to get the absorption. 
Each trace is then offset by the field applied for clarity. Many transition lines can be seen 
as well as their relative strengths. This means it is very easy to compare to the theory.
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Figure 3.18: Schematic of the optical measurements conducted at the High Field Magnet 
Lab at the Radboud University, Nijmegen. Light from an FTIR was transmitted down in 
to magnet where it was focussed on to the sample. The transmitted light was detected by a 
silicon bolometer at the bottom of the cryostat insert but heated to a useable temperature.
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W ithin the d a ta  there are several interesting features. As the magnetic field is in­
creased transitions are seen at higher and higher frequencies whereas there are no tran ­
sitions seen above lO.STHz  a t low field, due to  states w ith higher principle quantum  
number lying within the conduction band. The conduction band rises rapidly with the 
application of a magnetic field which allows higher energy transitions to be observable.
A number of anti-crossings can be observed which indicate the mixing of states. One 
of the most obvious is the mixing of the 2p±x and the 3po at 9 .7TH z  and 15T. This is 
where the two states take on the properties of the other rather than crossing.
The lack of splitting in lines with m  = 0 such as the 2po at 8.23THz  shows the lack 
of spin-orbit coupling which supports its emission from the model.
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3.4 Electrical Detection in High Magnetic Fields
The natural progression from optical detection is to  use electrical detection in order to 
scale down the number of donors as described in previous chapters. It will also be needed 
if a magnetic field gradient is to  be used as a mechanism for addressing individual atoms 
in a qubit array. Measurements were taken in a similar manner to the optical experiments 
described above bu t using the sample as the detector. Devices were mounted in ceramic 
chip carriers, which in turn  was placed in a mount which provided electrical connections. 
As the sample was in an exchange gas there was no concern about cooling, however a 
heater was needed to control the tem perature. A th in  wire encased in an electrically 
insulating layer was placed between the chip carrier and the mount
A constant current of 100/iA was applied and the voltage fed back into the spec­
trometer. A Stanford SRS 570 Voltage preamplifier was used to  amplify and filter the 
signal.
The effects of magnetic field are shown in Figures 3.21 and 3.22 for fields up to 4T. 
At this field strength, the signal started to  get noisy until it was eventually lost. This 
was found to be due to a much higher resistance at reasonably high fields from a lack of 
current flowing through the sample. This meant a very high voltage was being created 
which was overloading the electrical equipment used.
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5
4
9.0 92 9.4 9.6 9.S
Frequency (THz)
F igu re  3.21: Splitting with field of the 2p±  line in Si:P detected electrically. Each spectrum 
is offset by the field it was taken at. At the higher fields noise is creeping in but the peaks 
can be traced by eye and look to follow the linear Zeeman effect.
4
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1
o u
10.0 10.2 10.4 10.6 10. S
Frequency (THz)
F ig u re  3.22: Splitting with field of the 3p± line in Si;P detected electrically. Each spectrum 
is offset by the field it was taken at. Several transition lines can be seen but it is hard to 
follow a particular line due to lack of resolution in the field steps and the broadness of the 
peaks.
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3 .4 .1  C om parison  w ith  T h eory
The calculations shown here were carried out by M att Pang and Ben Murdin (University 
of Surrey). The shape of the curves observed when compared to the calculated values 
match remarkably well, although there is small offset in the frequency which can be 
accounted for by the fact th a t the ground state is not calculated. This leaves a degree of 
freedom within exact position of the x-scale.
The strength of the lines and the position of anti-crossings match well suggesting the 
underlying theory in the model is correct. The consequences of the quadratic Zeeman 
effect mentioned in section 3.3 can be observed in Figure 3.24 which shows a higher 
resolution of magnetic field strength than  Figure 3.23 for both the theory and experiment. 
These smaller steps in field allows better tracking of the various shifting peaks, especially 
as there are so many in the region shown.
The two transitions highlighted are the Is  4 /_  and the Is  —> 5p_. Theses have 
A m  =  0 (—1 to  —1) and A L  =  2 (2 to  4) which mean they are good candidates for 
quadratic Zeeman mixing. This is what is observed as the strength of the 5p_ reduces 
as it takes on the nature of the 4 /_  line with increasing field, due to the latter being 
optically forbidden.
3 .4 .2  C om parison  w ith  E lectr ica l M easu rem en ts
Comparing the electrically detected transitions with those obtained via optical means 
shows the energy of the transitions remain constant. However the linewidth is greatly 
increased in the electrical case as seen earlier in this chapter. This could be due to a 
number of sources but most probably due to  the more secure nature of the mounting 
used as the sample is contacted electrically via thin bond wires which break easily.
3 .4 .3  F uture W ork
Using the donor in silicon system as a simulation of a hydrogen holds a number of 
interesting possibilities. Using group VI elements such as sulphur or selenium can be 
thought of as a analogy to  helium as they substitute into the silicon crystal and have two 
unbound electrons which orbit a central nucleus. The prediction of magnetic bonding 
can be tested by looking at pairs of dopants in high magnetic fields. However this may 
provide a technological challenge in getting a large enough population of donors with the
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3.5 C onclusions
correct distance between them. Bulk doped samples will have a random distribution of 
separations; even if the mean distance is known this will not provide a suitable number 
of identifiable isolated pairs of atoms.
There are possible ways of introducing pairs of dopant in to silicon such as STM 
lithography or implanting from molecules containing two donors atoms however these 
will require a more sensitive technique than optical FTIR  to  measure them. As stated 
throughout this work, electrical detection has a much higher degree of sensitivity and 
has been used to detect single atoms. However, as shown earlier electrical detection in 
high magnetic fields in non-trivial bu t should be possible with the right device structure.
Constricting the size of the active region may allow a higher current to flow through 
from one contact to another by direct conduction and by conduction along edge states. 
Different geometries such as interdigitated devices also increase the conductance and also 
reduce the effect of Hall voltages building up at low fields at least.
As the conduction band rises the number of ionised donors reduces and the two stage 
process of phototherm al ionisation becomes unusable as the energy between the excited 
states and the conduction band becomes comparable to  th a t between the ground state 
and the excited states. This causes phonons with enough energy to ionise the electrons 
in the excited states are also able to excite electrons in the ground state.
This means a new type of sensing, one which does not require the ionising of a donor, 
is required. Capacitive techniques which measure changes in the dielectric constant on 
the silicon due to electron population have been used to measure systems like donor- 
bound excitons to  good effect. This may be also be a way of avoiding strain from having 
a electrical contacts attached to the sample as the sample is simply put between two 
capacitor plates. However, it is not obvious how the dielectric constant changes with 
magnetic field if the size and shape of the wavefunctions are altered wildly.
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter has explored the use of Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy in the study 
of donors in silicon. It has been used as an optical characterisation tool for samples after 
fabrication and electrical testing as describing in Chapter 2 and to investigate the physics 
of donor systems in its own right.
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While optical FTIR  has been used for many years, electrical detection has been shown 
to be a much more sensitive approach with as few as 4 x 10^^ donor systems detected 
in the work presented here. Despite its sensitivity however, the detection mechanism 
in electrical measurements is more complex than  its optical counterpart and so more 
factors are needed to be accounted for when trying to calculate populations of states. 
Also the two step process involved requires a destructive therm al step which means 
elevated tem peratures are required and the excited state is lost. This is means th a t it is 
unsuitable for quantum  computing applications in its current guise.
The use of FTIR  has also been shown in the measurement of intra-donor transition 
in high magnetic fields where a variety of eflFects take place. This work highlights the 
similarities of group V donors in silicon to atomic hydrogen which allows the simulation 
of such atoms in extreme conditions in the comfort of a terrestrial lab.
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Electrical Detection of Incoherent 
Pulsed Laser Dynamics
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter the concept of electrical detection of the orbital states of group V 
donors in silicon was introduced and explored. However this only covered a low intensity 
regime where there is a small amount of resonant excitation occurring, especially in FTIR  
measurements where only a small amount of the incident radiation is of the required 
frequency.
For higher excitation intensities (around lOTH z)  there are not many available sources 
however Free Electron Lasers (FEL) offer what is needed and are highly tuneable so they 
are ideal for entering higher power regimes. They also produce light in pulses as short 
as a few ps  long which opens the door to  dynamics experiments in the time domain.
This chapter is going to look at the use of FELs in studying the dynamics of the 
silicon donor system through electrical detection in order to see how it varies from the 
low intensity regime. This will then lead into the next chapter which show the use of 
FELs in coherent manipulation of orbital states in donors in silicon.
4.2 High Intensity Regime
The work presented here was conducted at the Free Electron Laser (FEL) facilities FELIX 
in the Netherlands and CLIO in France. Although the peak photon fluence is much higher
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in the FELs used, the light arrives in pulses on the order of ps  in length so the average 
power is substantially lower than the peak power would suggest. These short bursts are 
known as micropulses and are spaced several n s  apart. A macropulse is a collection of 
100s of micropulses and arrive with a frequency of 10s of H z. All this means for typical 
FELIX parameters the FEL produces light for 5 — 6ns every second (340/rs over a day’s 
worth of measurements).
M
5 10
Time (/is)
Figure 4.1: AC coupled current response of the SOI sample 3B over CLIO macropulse 
using voltage biasing. The inset shows magnified section from the centre of the macropulse. 
The individual micropulses can be resolved although the signal does not fall all the way to 
zero before the next pulse arrives.
In order to measure the photoresponse of a sample while illuminated with FEL radi­
ation, a bias current or voltage was applied to get a DC flow. The resulting signal was 
recorded via an oscilloscope. The whole waveform was saved so th a t processing could 
be carried out later. This technique proved useful especially in measurements where the 
response varied over the macropulse such as the two colour experiments conducted at 
CLIO. At first a constant current was used to bias the device under test. This allowed 
a reproducible initial state to be obtained with different samples easily. However, it was
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found th a t the circuit needed to measure a voltage had a much slower response than 
one set up to measure a current; where voltage readings were stretched out over 10s of 
ns, current readings could resolve individual micropulses in an SOI sample (this suggests 
th a t the sample is too slow to resolve the micropulses in bulk silicon). Examples of pulses 
seen in different biasing configurations can be seen in Figures 4.1 to 4.2.
> 2.6
0.5 0 .5 1.0
Time (ms) Time ( j j s )
Figure 4.2: Electrically detected pulses due to application of FEL light in different biasing 
arrangements. The left side shows the current biased case while the right displays the voltage 
biased arrangement. The times scales are different by a factor of 500 with the voltage biasing 
producing the faster response. Here the the current pulse recorded is the same length of the 
train of pulses produced by the FEL (10/rs).
The current biased case was slower because the R C  time constant uses depends on the 
series resistance of the whole circuit (>  MO) whereas in the voltage biased experiments 
the R C  time constant depends on the line resistance (c± lOO). W ith a capacitance of 
In F  the R C  time constants are on the order of 1ms and 10ns for the current biased and 
voltage biased setups respectively.
Although the current biasing produced a relatively slow response dynamics experi­
ments could still be carried out because the signal produced gives a to tal averaged over 
all the micropulses which individually cause dynamic interactions.
Spectra of donors states could be obtained by applying a bias to the sample and 
measuring the response to the FEL pulses as the the wavelength is swept. This is rela­
tively easy to do with a FEE and is done by altering the distance between the undulator 
magnets. Various spectra are shown in Figures 4.3 to  4.7. One of the most obvious 
features of the spectra is the broad transition lines { I T H z  rather than the O .lT H z  seen
4.2 H igh In ten sity  R egim e
in electrically detected FTIR). For example, in Figure 4.3 the 2p± and 3p± are clear but 
nearly all the other lines can not be resolved. This broadening is caused by a number of 
factors; the width of the laser line; power broadening of the signal and the saturation of 
the measurement.
0.30
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9.0 9.5 10.0
Frequency (THz)
10.5 11.0
Figure 4.3: Photovoltage spectrum using FELIX. Each colour of vertical line shows a 
different principle quantum number transitions while the dashed and dotted lines represent 
± and 0 states respectively. The p± transitions up to n = 5 have peaks associated with 
them as well as the 2po. An example FELIX spectrum is shown in orange and has a width 
half that of the sample response.
W ithin each FEL micropulse there is a range of wavelengths due to the variation 
of energies in the electron beam passing through the undulator. The resulting beam 
is close to the transform limit so changing the length of the pulses affects the spectral 
distribution. This can be done by altering the undulator cavity length. Despite being able 
to produce pulses th a t are narrow, the transition line width can be limited by saturation, 
where the peaks height is limited so the width is artificially broadened.
The strong signal seen at ionising frequencies (comparative to the low intensity case) 
can be also attributed to the spread in laser frequencies. At these wavelengths all the 
energy can be absorbed rather than just a small fraction when overlapping with a rela­
tively thin transition line. Also the transition lines may be comparatively reduced due 
to power broadening.
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Figure 4.4: FELIX photocurrent spectrum (black), EDFTIR spectrum (red) and reference 
FELIX spectrum (blue) for the same sample Barracudal. The FELIX photocurrent signal 
is much broader than both the EDFTIR and the actual FELIX linewidth. This leads to 
most of the transitions being unresolvable. Only two transitions can be clearly seen in the 
FELIX, while several can be identified with EDFTIR. The oscillations in the EDFTIR trace 
above 10.IT  Hz  are Fabry-Pérot fringes.
Changing the tem perature of the sample has a similar effect on the size of the transi­
tions relative to the conduction band signal, in the high intensity, mono-chromatic case 
at FELIX as in the low intensity case in an FTIR  spectrometer (Figure 3.10). However 
the even at the lowest tem perature there is still a signal for the intra-donor transitions, 
most noticeably the 2p± at 9.6THz.  This is shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Photovoltage spectra taken using FELIX at different temperatures. The re­
sponse grows with temperature from 7.bK to I IK  (Blue and Green) with the ratio of reso­
nant signal to continuum roughly the same. The red trace (18.5/f) shows a lower continuum 
response although the resonant signal around d.^THz is similar to that at llA '.
There are two possibilities for the extra non-resonant photoresponse at low tem per­
atures and high photon fluxes. The first is two-photon interactions which may become 
significant when there is such a high photon flux th a t a noticeable amount of events oc­
cur, despite the tiny probability. The second is the heating of the sample by the FELIX 
pulse which provides the extra phonons which are needed for therm al ionisation from the 
excited state.
Figure 4.6 shows spectra taken at I I K  at different intensities of FELIX. At the lowest 
intensity (purple) there is a well defined line for the Is  ^  2p± transition just like in the 
EDFTIR measurement in Figure 3.10. However as the number of photons in the beam 
increases the transition lines start to merge with the continuum. The transition lines also 
seem to increase in width with higher intensity. This may be due to power broadening.
Varying the current increases the signal seen (Figure 4.7) but in a nonlinear manner, 
like th a t seen in the I  — V  characteristics (see Chapter 2). However, the features are 
slightly sharper with higher currents so this was generally used for multipulse experi­
ments.
The actual DC I  — V  characteristics of the device did not change significantly with
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Figure 4.6: Photovoltage spectra taken at constant temperature but different amounts of 
attenuation. The size of the signal at resonant frequencies relative to the conduction band 
signal grows with intensity until there is a saturation at all frequencies. This shows the need 
for reduced power in order to see any resonant signal.
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Figure 4.7: Photovoltage spectra taken at constant temperature but different bias currents. 
Applying a higher current provides a bigger signal but is not proportional to the magnitude 
of the current. This is consistent with the nonlinear I  — V  characteristics.
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the application of FEL radiation. This is most likely due to the small amount of time 
the light is incident on the sample (around 10ns every second). There is a much greater 
effect from an continuous HeNe laser, as shown in Figure 4.8.
The intense micropulses can also produce heating in the sample. This can be seen 
especially at high power where there is a significant amount of off-resonant signal. How­
ever this may be caused by power broadening of the transition lines. (1). In order to 
avoid these effects attenuation is needed in the beam in order to prevent any therm al 
effects from dominating.
 OdB 2p^
 OdB - Off R esonance
 OdB - Off R esonance and HeNe
>
0)I
-5 -
-10 0 10
Current (pA)
Figure 4.8: I  — V  measurements for bulk Si:P sample under different illuminations. The 
application of FELIX pulses alone does not cause any change to the I -  V  characteristics 
on or off resonance. The application of a HeNe laser however does cause the voltage to drop 
by half. This is due to cross bandgap excitation.
The spectrum obtained from the sample is more indicative of the actual wavelength of 
the beam than the value given by the software used as the FEL is is often miscalibrated 
and varies from day to day. W ith the correct wavelength, dynamics experiments could be 
carried out. These were conducted by splitting the beam into multiple beams and varying 
the delay between them with a moveable stage. The delay stage used was computer 
controlled and moved a corner cube reflector up to 15cm producing a path difference of 
up to In s  (the beam travels the 15cm twice) or 2ns if a double pass setup is used. W ith
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multiple beams the individual intensities as well as the time of arrival can be controlled 
so a variety of pulse sequences can be produced.
So far in this chapter the results taken a t FELIX have been given as a voltage or 
a change in voltage. In order to get a better understanding of the number of electrons 
involved in the signals seen, it is useful to find a calibration for the number of electrons 
generated for a given voltage. This, along with the number of photons incident on the 
sample should provide useful information about the interactions between photons and 
electrons.
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4 .2 .1  P ow er D e p en d en ce  o f  O rb ital T ransitions
The power dependence of the photocurrent observed under laser illumination can be 
used to study some of the processes involved in the detection method. Measurements 
were made at a wide range of powers using attenuators to vary the power. The samples 
were biased with a constant voltage and the transient current measured. This allows a 
conversion of the signal to a change in carrier concentration, which, along with the number 
of photons incident on the sample allows a better understanding of the probability of a 
donor electron being detected if it is in an excited state.
Converting the current to  a carrier concentration can be done with the equation:
Since ng is proportional to the current, a change in current can be directly converted 
to  a change in electrons. This is not the case if voltage is being measured under constant 
current conditions. An example for the power dependence is shown in Figure 4.9. The 
curve produced in sub-linear suggesting there is some saturation or there is a process like 
two photon ionisation taking place. However, as has been discussed earlier, two photon 
processes are very unlikely and are normally ignored.
At the highest photon fluxes there are slight signs of saturation with a reduction in 
the slope. A better saturation was achieved in SOI and fully implanted devices which are 
displayed in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. Both of these devices provide curves which are close 
to linear a t lower photon fluxes but then sta rt to slow and saturate. These saturations 
are similar to those expected when a pulse is incident on a m aterial of finite thickness. 
This will be discussed in the following section.
4 .2 .2  N u m b er  o f  A b sorp tion s in  Si:P
The expected number of absorptions of photons in a pulse traversing an absorbing layer 
of finite thickness was described by described by L. M. Frantz and J. S. Nodvik (2). This 
was simplified by P. T. Greenland to  give:
2 a N m i f  /  2ctJV,
e _  1 =  (4 .2 )
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Figure 4.9; Concentration of electrons produced by varying intensity of the photon flux for 
the bulk doped Si:P sample. Gridlines have been added to give a better idea of the nature 
of the curve.
which can be rearranged to give:
N A b s - - ^ l n + 1 (4.3)
where cr is the cross section of the Is  —> 2p± transition (from transmission data of the 
Is  —> 2po taken using optical FTIR  data  (3); A  is the area of the material illuminated; 
Nin is the number of photons hitting the sample and Nout is the number of photons 
transm itted through the sample. The number of absorptions, N m s  is — A^ out- This 
formula does not account for any coherent effects. Figure 4.12 shows equation 4.3 plotted 
out over a range of photon numbers for which we have data for. In the high intensity 
limit equation 4.3 reduces to NAbs =  which is equal to half the donors in the
active region while in the low intensity limit N ais = ~  fall out (which can
be rearranged to  give the Beer-Lambert law of Nout — Using param eters for
the SOI device plots of the expected number of absorptions and the two limiting cases 
are shown in Figure 4.12
A comparison of the expected number of absorptions and the measured number of
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Figure 4.10: Concentration of electrons produced by varying intensity of the photon flux 
for the SOI sample implant. Gridlines have been added to give a better idea of the nature 
of the curve. A clear saturation can be observed above photon fluxes of
electrons in the case for the SOI device is shown in Figure 4.13. Although the absolute 
photon flux is hard to measure accurately there is a close match of the saturation intensity 
but with the actual measurements taking longer to saturate. The number of electrons 
detected compared to the number of photons absorbed is around 0.2 which seems quite 
high as this means one in every five electrons promoted to the excited state by the laser 
pulse is then ionised and detected. Previous estimates of this are closer to one out of 
every hundred electrons are ionised from the excited state. A more detailed look at the 
dynamics of the donor system is presented later in the chapter.
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Figure 4.11: Concentration of electrons produced by varying intensity of the photon flux for 
a device made from an undoped silicon wafer with phosphorus implanted into it. Gridlines 
have been added to give a better idea of the nature of the curve. A clear saturation can be 
seen at photon fluxes above 3 x 10^ ®
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Figure 4.12: Plot of the expected number of absorptions for the Is —> 2p± transition in 
the bulk sample. The black line shows equation 4.3 while the red and blue show the low 
and high photon number limits. Blue is the Beer-Lambert law.
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Figure 4.13: Predicted number of absorptions of photons as a function of photon flux 
compared to the measured number of electrons in the SOI device. The number of photons 
absorbed is around seven times larger than the number of electrons produced for the linear 
part of the graph (10^ ® — 3 x This means for every seven photons absorbed one
of the electron excited is promoted.
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4 .2 .3  Two P u lse  M easu rem en ts
Photocurrent measurements using two pulses with a varying delay between them  were 
conducted in order to  explore the recovery times involved in the donor system with an 
aim of measuring the T\ for the excited states.
In optically detected experiments a pump probe setup is used to  measure the lifetime. 
A high powered pump excites a large number of donors and after a variable delay a 
second, weaker probe beam arrives. The transmission of the probe beam, measured 
with a separate detector, depends on the population of the ground state  of the donor. 
This means there are is an increase in signal immediately after the pump which decays 
away as the excited state population relaxes back to the ground. To avoid any coherent 
interaction from the probe it is usually polarised perpendicular to  the pump.
In electrical measurements the pump-probe technique cannot be used to  measure 
T\ as the sample itself is used as the detector, so a weak beam passing through the 
sample will have little effect. The alternative is a pump-pump measurement (4). This 
requires two equally high powered beams and a non-linear power dependent signal. If 
there is a non-linearity two pulses overlapping in time will give a different sized signal 
to th a t of two beams a long time apart (twice th a t of a signal beam). A basic example 
is with a saturating system where the first pulse excites the m ajority of donors and if 
the second pulse arrives before the electrons have a chance to relax there will not be 
as many ground state electrons to  excite and therefore produce a smaller signal. When 
the excited donor electrons do have enough time to relax (long delays), the second pulse 
will produce a similar signal to  th a t of the first resulting in a to tal signal seen twice of 
a single pulse measurement. Between these two extremes the signal will increase with a 
negative exponential decay as the excited states relax back to the ground state.
In order to  optimise the pump-pump signal a good power dependence of the system 
is required so th a t the correct pulse intensity can be used. If the pulses are too weak they 
will add linearly even when overlapping and when they are too intense a single pulse will 
saturate the system.
To observe a pump-pump signal the beam was split into two even arms using a 
mylar beam splitter. Both beams were attenuated so th a t each arm had an intensity 
corresponding to  the top of the linear portion of the power dependence. In order to  
avoid coherent interactions within the system the beams are incident on the sample at
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different angles (they are not co-linear). This meant the electric field components in a 
shared direction is minimised. The delay was swept by moving a corner cube reflector 
mounted on a motorised delay line.
Pump-pump measurements were conducted on a bulk doped, SOI and implanted 
devices. In the bulk doped case a constant signal was seen over all delays. This is 
somewhat surprising considering the power dependence in Figure 4.9 as although there 
is no clear saturation, the curve is definitely non-linear.
The SOI and implanted devices did show a clear dip around zero delay and a recovery 
towards the sum of two separate beams. Figure 4.14 shows an example non-linear pump- 
pump along with the signal for the individual beams. These reference scans do not show 
any non-linear behaviour as expected. The loss of signal around time zero shows there 
is a sub-linear response of the electrical signal seen to the optical excitation.
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Figure 4.14: Electrical pump-pump experiment with both beam (black) and the individual 
beams (red and blue) as a function of delay between the pulses. The single beams give a 
constant signal as expected while a clear non-linearity is seen when both are present.
Figure 4.15 shows the pump-pump signal at different beam powers for the SOI device 
with the highest intensity shown in red going down to the weakest in blue. The recovery 
can be seen for the highest three powers whereas for the lower two are flat and therefore 
show no non-linearity. There is a small dip around zero delay which may be a sign th a t 
there is some interference between the two beams despite the angle between them.
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Figure 4.15: Pump-pump signal for the Is —> 2p± transition in a phosphorus doped SOI 
device. The traces show attenuations of 0, 3, 5, 10 and 15dB from red to blue. The dip 
around zero delay is where the two equally intense beams overlap in time. A recovery is not 
seen at low powers due to the lack of any non-linear response.
t
In order to extract a lifetime from the curves an exponential of the form A — Re T 
can be fitted to the data, where A and B are fitting constants. The lifetimes obtained 
for various conditions and transition lines are shown in Figures 4.16 to 4.17. All of the 
lifetimes obtained are much longer than the expected lifetime of IGOps for the 2p± and 
205ps for the 2po and are close to In s  in some cases. This suggests th a t it is not the Ti 
lifetime th a t is dictating the recovery time obtained fi'om the data but a longer timescale 
th a t dictates the dynamics of the donor system.
Fitting the recovery with a reciprocal function works equally as well as the exponential 
mentioned above which confirms the possibility th a t another timescale other than Ti is 
present such as recombination of ionised electrons. Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show a selection 
of measurements fitted with both exponential decays of the form mentioned above, shown 
in red, and a reciprocal decay of the form Ang =  R  — where A to R  are constants.
Where Ti would be the characteristic lifetime of the decay for exponential fit, to does 
not give a universal lifetime in the reciprocal case. This is because the rate of decay 
varies with time. It does however give a value to use for comparative purposes between 
different measurements to evaluate relative timescales.
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Figure 4.16: Pump-pump measurement with the incoming excitation resonant with the 
Is -4- 2p± transition. The measurement was detected electrically on an SOI device. The 
data is shown as black points; an exponential fit is shown in red and a reciprocal decay is 
dashed blue. There is no obvious difference between the two fits. The fits give T\ = 517±3ps 
from the exponential fit and Iq =  782 ±  Aps from the reciprocal fit.
The values for T\ and Iq from the fits shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17 give longer 
recovery times for the 2p± than for the 2po which is the reverse of what was seen in 
previous measurements of T\. This may be due to the 2po being more isolated than 
the 2p± in terms of energy so there is less ionisation from this state and more direct 
relaxation back to the ground state. This could cause the recovery timescale to have 
more of an exponential nature and therefore closer to the expected T\ of 205ps.
4 .2 .4  S im u latin g  th e  D on or S ystem
To obtain a better understanding of the exact dynamics of the donor system calculations 
were made to estimate the signal expected from shining resonant pulses on the donors in 
silicon. These calculations were based on rate equations for the transitions between the 
various states of the donor system.
The model used was simplified to a three level system consisting of the ground Is 
state, a bound excited state and the conduction band with concentrations of electrons 
of Ug, Ux and Uc respectively. The allowed transitions, shown in Figure 4.18, are optical
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Figure 4.17: Pump-pump measurement with the incoming excitation resonant with the 
Is —> 2po transition. The measurement was detected electrically on an SOI device. The data 
is shown as black points; an exponential fit is shown in red and a reciprocal decay is dashed 
blue. There is no obvious difference between the two fits. The fits give T\ = 394 ±  lOps 
from the exponential fit and Iq — 513 ±  3ps from the reciprocal fit.
excitation from the ground state to the excited state; relaxation from the excited state 
back to  the ground state at a rate of therm al ionisation from the excited state to the 
conduction band with a rate P / and recombination from the conduction band to  either 
the excited state or the ground state with rates of Rx and Rg respectively. Not included 
are therm al excitation from the ground state and optical ionisation from the excited state 
(two photon ionisation) as these should be negligible.
The rates of recombination to the two lower states from the conduction band are not 
rates of direct transitions as it has been shown th a t the free electrons are first captured 
into the higher excited states and then trickle down to the ground state via the emission 
of phonons. This means th a t some electrons will go through the excited state while some 
will bypass it altogether. For this reason Rx was kept the same as Rg for this work.
Using a closed system so that the total concentration of donors, n = Ug Ux ric, 
two rate equations can be obtained. These can be written as:
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Figure 4.18: Transitions allowed in the donor detection model. Only optical excitation 
is allowed from the ground state. The electron can then relax back to the ground state 
with a lifetime of T\ or it can be thermally ionised. Electrons in the conduction band can 
recombine to the excited state or straight to the ground state. In reality these are multistep 
processes.
— P i ^ x  — { R g  + R x)n ^ c (4 .4)
dt -
+  1 - e - -crnl ^n — Tlc~ 2Ux) — ( — 2X"'cP i \ n x  + RxTl 
(4.5)
where Fj, Rg and Rx are the transition rates described above; a is the cross section 
of the resonant optical excitation; Np^ is the number of photons incident on the sample; 
A  is the area of the active region being illuminated and I is the thickness of the layer of 
donors.
Solving these equations gives time dependent population of the two upper states. 
This was conducted by myself using Mathematica. Numerical solutions were found using 
a Gaussian distribution for the pulse over time for Np^ and the sample parameters for
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the SOI device. This was conducted by myself using mathematica. A T\ lifetime of 160ps 
was used. An example of the solutions is shown in Figure 4.19. The conduction band 
concentration, shown in red, surpasses the concentration of the excited state at its peak. 
This means the ionisation is so fast there is a significant amount during the time the 
laser pulse is incident on the device.
10*’
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Figure 4.19: Solutions to equations 4.5 with parameters matching those of the SOI device 
used in experiments. A Gaussian pulse was used as Nph with a photon flux of 6 x 
which should produce a saturation in the signal (see Figure 4.22). The red solid line shows 
the concentration of electrons in the conduction band while the blue dashed line shows the 
concentration of the excited 2p±. A time of 16ns is the time between pulses from the FEL, 
CLIO. Although the concentrations of electrons do not return to zero they do tend to a 
point that is independent of the intensity of the exciting pulse. This means multiple pulses 
do not need to be considered.
The solution for the population of the conduction band was integrated over time to 
produce a figure that could then be compared to carrier concentrations calculated from 
measured current pulses. The effect of successive pulses was studied but it was found 
th a t there is very little difference after a few pulses had passed meaning there was only a 
small amount of variation across the macropulse. A single pulse was therefore evaluated
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and compared to the average number of electrons detected for each micropulse in the 
experiment. An example of three successive pulses is shown in Figure 4.21. There is very 
little difference between the traces, especially after the first (from an initial condition of 
all the electrons in the ground state).
A power dependence of the solutions to  the differential ra te equations was built up by 
varying the amplitude of Np^. It has been mentioned earlier th a t the absolute value for 
the photon flux was difficult to measure accurately. In the ra te  equation model this was 
used as a fitting param eter, Cp, to  scale the data  to  the calculated power dependence. 
This figure of the beam power can even be used as a better indication of the intensity as 
it only uses the cross section, a  and the lifetime Ti, both of which are known (3). W ith 
this flexibility combinations of Pj  and Rg can be readily found which produce a fit to 
the one pulse power dependence data. F itting to the two pulse data then narrows the 
possible combinations even further. The credibility of the fits was evaluated using the 
residual sum of squares. Example solutions to equations 4.5 are shown in Figure 4.20.
It was found th a t a second scaling was also needed to  find a good fit for both the 
single and two pulse data. This scaling factor. Ce changes the conductivity of the system 
(equal to  fieue). The significant proportion of the error probably comes from using the 
peak density of phosphorus in the implant in the SOI device to  calculate the number of 
donors in the active volume. The peak value will dictate the fraction of electrons in each 
state but is not so good for the absolute value.
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Figure 4.20: Solutions to equations 4.5 with parameters matching those of the SOI device 
used in experiments. Two Gaussian pulses with varying delay between them were used 
for Nph, each with a photon flux of 1.2 x This should correspond to a pulse at
the top of the linear part of the saturation curve in Figure 4.22. The red solid line show 
the concentration of electrons in the conduction band while the blue dashed line shows the 
concentration of the excited 2p±. As the signal is saturating, the second pulse only returns 
An to a similar level produced by the first pulse. When they overlap in time any extra 
signal is lost. This behaviour brings about the dip seen in the two pulse experiments.
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Figure 4.21: Response in ndt),  to three successive CLIO pulses. This was done by solving 
equations 4.5 with the initial electron densities in the upper two states set to zero. The 
densities after 16n.s' was then used as the initial electron densities for the second pulse. This 
was then repeated for a number of pulses. The red line shows the first pulse with all the 
electrons in the ground state, while the blue and green are the following two pulses with 
non-zero upper state poplations. There is very little difference as only a small fraction of 
the peak concentration remains in the conduction band when the next pulse arrives.
At the end of this process the best fits, shown in Figures 4.22 and 4.23, gave param ­
eters of Pi = 2.5 X and Rg = 1.6 x This value of Rg is on the same
order of that given by Brown and Rodriguez in 1967 (5).
The two scaling parameters used in the best fits were Cg =  0.035 for the conductivity 
scaling factor, and Cp — 0.25 for the photon flux using residual sums of squares for 
both sets of data (see Figure 4.24). As mentioned before the photon flux is difficult to 
measure so the discrepancy of a factor of 4 is acceptable and probably comes from losses 
through the cryostat window or misalignment of the beam. The scaling needed for the 
conductivity however is out by a factor of 30. This may come from using a layer of donors 
Ijim  thick with a concentration equal to that of the peak concentration. As the donors 
were ion implanted into the silicon layer there will be a distribution of donor densities
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Figure 4.22: Fit of the power dependence of the Is -4 2p± transition in SI:P for a SOI 
device (blue) with measured data displayed as red points. The best fit was found by varying 
Pi , Rg, an intensity scaling factor and a carrier concentration factor.
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Figure 4.23: Fit of an electrically detected pump-pump measurement in SOI with the laser 
radiation resonant with the Is —> 2p± transition. This fit has the same fitting parameters 
as those in Figure 4.22.
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lower than the peak. This means the total number of donors is likely to be much less but 
for the model the peak concentration is the im portant factor as it dictates the saturation 
point. The mobility of the sample may also cause the conductivity to vary if the wrong 
value were to be used.
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Figure 4.24: Residual sum of squares over a varying range of scaling factors for the power 
and electron density on a logarithmic scale. This fit was for the best overall fit with the 
values of Pi and Rg which produced the fits in Figures 4.22 and 4.23. Despite using four 
fitting parameters the final values for all four fit in to a tight parameter space.
W ith the complete model the assumption of Rg = Rx can be given more thought. 
Rerunning the calculations with Rx set to zero produces very similar values for Rg at 
1.25 X The value of Pj is two orders of magnitude lower at 2.5 x . This
means the electrons take longer to get into the conduction band, but spend twice as much
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time there as there is only a single route out. The peak height in the conduction band is 
therefore smaller in the case with only one recombination. An example solution to  the 
ra te equations for such a case is shown in Figure 4.25. The excited state  concentration 
falls off much quicker as it is not being refilled from the conduction band. The conduction 
band concentration reaches its peak a t a slower rate compared to  Figure 4.19. This is 
due to  the drop in P / which leads to slower ionisation from the excited sta te  and means 
there is a negligible amount during the laser pulse.
Removing the term  for recombination to the excited state may seem to be taking out 
an im portant transition in the system as electrons falling into the excited state may get 
reionised. However this can be fixed by including these transitions within the term  for 
recombination to  the ground state. As mentioned earlier, recombination is a multiple 
step process which consists of electrons being excited to  higher levels as well as falling 
down to lower ones. This means ionisation (or other intra-donor excitations) from the 
excited state for electrons th a t have already been in the conduction band is included in 
the term  for recombination. This leaves P / as a ra te of ionisation of optically excited 
electrons. This does leave the to tal concentration of the excited state unknown but this 
will only aflFect the optical excitation from the ground state  which will be over a much 
shorter timescale than the recombination.
Figure 4.26 shows an extrapolation to the best global fit of the pump-pump d ata  (a 
simple extension of the fit seen in Figure 4.23). Due to  the reciprocal dependence of the 
recombination the signal does not fully level out over the 16ns between pulses, although 
90% of the lost signal is recovered after 3.5ns. This sort of speed is still a few orders 
of magnitude behind the fastest T H z  detectors (6) but this device has the advantage 
of being easier to produce and operating at longer wavelengths where not many other 
detectors work.
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Figure 4.25: Solutions to equations 4.5 with set to zero for a single pulse experiment. 
The excited state lifetime drops exponentially due to the lifetime of the state and is not 
refilled from the conduction band. The conduction band concentration takes longer to reach 
its peak but there is no significant difference in the rate of recombination.
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Figure 4.26: Extrapolation of pump-pump simulation using the parameters from the best 
global fit so that the recovery extends to the time between CLIO micropulses (16ns). The 
reciprocal nature of the recombination means the the recovery slows as the conduction band 
empties so the signal does not reach an equilibrium between the micropulse repetitions. The 
majority of the missing signal is recovered after a few ns however.
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4.3 Two Colour Measurements
One interesting feature of the CLIO free electron laser is the ability to  vary the gap of 
both undulators individually. This meant th a t pulses containing two colours could be 
obtained. Each pulse contains both colours so they need to be separated which can be 
done with a grating.
The aim of these experiments was to explore the transitions between excited states 
of donors in order to  get a better understanding of how electrons in the excited state 
return to ground state.
Producing pairs of pulses with the desired properties was not trivial as the individual 
wavelength, intensity and tem poral position of each colour all had to  be m anipulated with 
only the gap size and the cavity length. Also not all colour combinations were possible: 
if the two colours were too close in frequency they merged together and if they were 
too far apart they became unstable and disappeared. Despite this several combinations 
were obtained successfully. Examples of spectra and the tem poral make up of pairs of 
colours can be seen in Figures 4.27 and 4.28 respectively. The two colours tended to 
be concentrated towards either ends of the macropulse with a section of overlap in the 
middle. This meant the integration time was im portant as only a small section of the 
macropulse contained two colours of equal intensities.
Figure 4.29 shows different integration times over the macropulse. The standard 
pump-pump signature is seen over the centre part of the pulse where the two colours 
overlap but disappears rapidly to  either side of this. This is due to the two colours being 
separated in time with only limited overlap. As individual waveforms were saved different 
sections can be integrated in order to get a good mixture of colours.
An example of a two colour pump-pump experiment is shown in Figure 4.30. The 
two colours used were resonant with the Is  -4- 2p± and Is  -4 2po transitions. There 
is a slight asymmetry in the slope of the recovery with the case where the 2po state  is 
excited first having a longer recovery time. The asymmetry is highlighted in Figure 4.31 
which shows the reciprocal fit for both side of the data  in solid lines and curve with the 
same parameters but mirrored in the plane t  =  0. This may be due to the 2po being 
more isolated in terms of energy than  the 2p± which means thermally induced transitions 
would take place less readily.
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Figure 4.27: Spectrum of the CLIO beam in two colour operation taken with a grat­
ing spectrometer. The expected transition lines are shown as dashed lines. Getting the 
colours to be equal in strength was non-trivial but the frequency of the two colours could 
be manipulated by changing the FEL undulator gaps.
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Figure 4.28: Example of electronic response of the SOI device under two colour illumi­
nation. The blue trace show the case where both colours are present (resonant with the 
transitions to the 2po and 2p±). The black and red lines show the result of shining the two 
colours individually. The pulse exciting the 2po arrives at the start of the macropulse in this 
case.
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Figure 4.29: Contour plot of the integrated signal of the two colour experiment. The x- 
axis is the delay between the two pulses while the y-axis shows the lag over the macropulse 
(the x-axis from Figure 4.28). Constant colour horizontally shows no change in the signal 
with varying delay. However, when the two colours overlap at around Z.hjjis through the 
macropulse there is a dip in the signal at small delays. This indicates where the macropulse 
needs to be integrated to get two colour interactions.
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A similar measurement was made but with the Is  —> 2p± beam replaced with an off 
resonance beam at 7.9TH z  (less than  the 2po transition). In this case (Figures 4.32 and 
4.33) there is a longer recovery when the off resonance pulse is first (positive delay in 
Figures 4.32 and 4.33). This may be due to a small number of electrons being excited by 
the off resonance beam due the linewidth of the 2po level being power broadened. The 
slope would therefore be shallower due to the reciprocal delay relation.
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Figure 4.30: Two colour pump-pump in a phosphorus doped SOI device. The two beams 
were resonant with the Is —> 2po (arriving first on the left) and the Is —> 2p± (arriving first 
on the right). A reciprocal fit to each side of the data in shown in blue.
4.4 Conclusions
Through this chapter the processes involved between optical excitation of donor electrons 
and their detection by electrical means have been explored. This has given a good idea 
of the likely paths electrons take.
After optical excitation to a bound orbital state the majority of electrons (given a 
suitable tem perature) are ionised via interactions with phonons into the conduction band. 
The rate of ionisation depends on the orbital state of the donor electron as electrons in 
the lower energy levels need to overcome larger energy gaps to reach the conduction band.
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Figure 4.31: Fits of two colour pump-pump measurements resonate with the 2po and 2p± 
transitions. The actual fits are shown in solid lines, while the dashed lines show a mirrored 
version of the fits to highlight any asymmetries.
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Figure 4.32: Two colour pump-pump in a phosphorus doped SOI device. One beam was 
resonant with the Is —> 2po (arriving first on the left) while the other was off resonant 
(arriving first on the right). A reciprocal fit to each side of the data in shown in blue.
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Figure 4.33: Fits of two colour pump-pump measurements resonate with the 2po transition 
and off resonance, below the ionisation frequency. The actual fits are shown in solid lines, 
while the dashed lines show a mirrored version of the fits to highlight any asymmetries.
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Capture of conduction band electrons takes place over several hundred ps  and occurs 
by emission of several phonons which cause the electrons to  trickle down through the 
energy levels to the ground state. This whole process takes several ns.
The model presented above gives a value for the recombination coefficient of 1 x 
which is consistent with previous work and produces nice fits to  both the 
single and the two pulse data  simultaneously.
The mechanisms of detection in the high intensity regime explored in this chapter 
are similar to  the lower intensities explored in the previous chapter however the pulsed 
nature of the FELs gives a better understanding of the timescales involved compared to 
frequency domain measurements.
The SOI device tested displayed a very fast response which was only limited by the 
measuring circuit used. W ith a different circuit with smaller capacitances (the cryostat 
system used in this work was measured to have a capacitance of around In F )  and a way 
of recording the data  a t a faster rate could provide a better idea of the maximum speed 
achievable. However this would be significant investment. The pump-pump measurement 
of the recovery of the electrical signal is a more convenient way of measuring the limit of 
the speed response. This was seen to be over In s  in this work, which is significantly longer 
than the 160ps T\ lifetime expected for the 2p±. This is where electrically detected pump- 
pump experiments are more useful than optical pump-probe as the former measures the 
time for electrons to  return to the Is  state rather than to leave the excited state.
To reduce the time taken for electrons in the excited state  to  reach the ground state 
there are two factors th a t can be changed, P / and Rg. Increasing Rg reduces the amount 
of time electrons spend in the conduction band. This can be done by lowering the 
tem perature which in tu rn  lowers the speed of the free electron so it can be captured 
more easily. Reducing the tem perature will also reduce P /. At smaller values of P / fewer 
electrons will be ionised meaning the T\ lifetime will be more significant to the recovery 
of the ground state  population. However, reducing the number of ionised electrons will 
also reduce the size of the signal detected.
4 .4 .1  F uture W ork
There are a number of experiments which have not yet been conducted but would be be 
greatly beneficial to  understanding the dynamics of the donor systems in silicon.
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The rate of electron ionisation from the excited state  is tem perature dependent so 
finding its value at several different tem peratures would provide a better insight of how 
the actual ionisation takes place. A linear relation would be produced from donor elec­
trons absorbing a single phonon to  reach the conduction band whereas if multiple steps 
were taken a more complex tem perature dependence would be seen.
The base recombination rate could be measured from pump-pump experiments which 
excite ground state  electrons directly to the conduction band and looking a t the recovery 
rate. This would give a definite value for Rg in the model presented here and would allow 
better fitting to find values of P /.
The model used is fairly simple with only three levels were incorporated. Adding 
extra levels would allow the fitting of the two colour data  and calculate how much in­
teraction there is between the different excited states. Another feature which may need 
to be considered is compensation doping or any other loss mechanisms. For one pulse 
measurements the effects of electrons being captured by acceptors is included in the re­
combination term  as it removes electrons from the conduction band which is the quantity 
th a t is effectively measured. Where compensation may have to  be considered is the two 
pulse case where electrons caught by acceptors are in neither the conduction band nor 
the ground state so they should not be adding to  the conduction or be available to  be 
excited back to the excited state.
Future devices similar to the SOI sample presented here could be used as ultrafast 
sensors and amplifiers with the speed being ultim ately limited by the lifetime of the 
excited state (assuming a regime where the m ajority of electrons do not get ionised from 
the excited state). This type of device would be very attractive as it is silicon based with 
nothing beyond current mass production procedures were used in its fabrication.
There is a large amount of param eter space to explore to try  and improve the speed 
and size of the photo current. As mentioned above, lowering the tem perature should 
improve the the speed of the recovery although it may lower the signal. The sample also 
has a back gate which could be used to manipulate the position of the electrons relative 
to  the trapped donors. This is likely to only reduce recombination as the electrons are 
further from the ionised donors but this may increase the current fiow through the sample.
In regards to new samples, having a lower concentration of donors should allow more 
efficient electron capture by the ionised donors as there would be less conduction through 
overlapping, excited states (everything above the 2p± line in the SOI sample shown here).
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4.4  C onclusions
Having more states such as the 3p± available for excitation should allow quicker ionisation 
due to the smaller energy difference between this state and the conduction band compared 
to  the 2p± which was the main focus of this work.
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Coherent Control of Donor States
5.1 Introduction
Individual donors in an ensemble in silicon experience slightly different environments 
to  each other mainly due to  the isotopic variation of natural silicon. Although only 
a few percent of atoms in natural silicon are not ^^Si the mass difference in the other 
isotopes will change the central cell potential of any nearby donor electrons. This causes a 
distribution of natural frequencies of the donor electrons which leads to a dephasing of the 
ensemble as individual electrons get out of step which each other. The lifetime associated 
with this loss of coherence within the ensemble is known as T f .  The decoherence can be 
imagined with the use of a Bloch Sphere.
Having the pure ground and excited states at the southern and northern poles of the 
sphere creates a surface between these two points th a t represents the amount of mixing 
between the two states (defined as the 6 in spherical coordinates) and the phase between 
them  ( 4> in spherical coordinates).
The processes involved in causing the decoherence are not random as they originate 
from irregularities in the environment around each donor atom rather than  events which 
occur spontaneously and produce random phase jumps or relaxation. As the processes 
are constant and repeatable, the effects of them  can be reversed. This is done in a typical 
echo experiment by the application of a 7r-pulse. The initial ensemble is created with 
a ^-pulse which creates an equal superposition of the ground and excited states and 
positions the Bloch vector on the equator of the Bloch Sphere. W hen left in this state 
the vector starts to process around the equator at the natural frequency of the donor
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electrons. As there is a distribution in this frequency for different donors the single vector 
spreads out. After the system has been left to evolve for time, r ,  a vr-pulse is applied 
to  reverse phase of all the donors. This leaves each electron on a position on the Bloch 
Sphere equivalent to  if it had been processing for the same time, r  but in the opposite 
direction. As the system starts to process again all the electrons are processing back to 
the vector immediately after the first ^-pulse which happens after a a further time, r .  
In the case of an echo experiment the ensemble emits a coherent pulse of light when all 
the electrons states are back in phase.
The strength of the echo signal seen will decay with increasing time waited between 
the two pulses, r ,  as phase randomising events take place. Once a donor electron has 
undergone a phase jum p it can not be brought back into step with the rest of the system 
by the rephasing 7r-pulse. The characteristic time related to the rate of loss of coher­
ence from random phase jumps is known as T2 . Conversely, the characteristic time for 
the system to decoherence from the inhomogeneous crystal is known as T f .  For echo 
experiments a short T f  is desirable in order to see a sharper difference when the echo 
appears.
Although the inhomogeneous decoherence time is only an ensemble characteristic the 
processes involved can be seen down to single donors. It is im portant to  know for how 
long the phase of a superposition state can be reliably predicted. For example if a donor 
is required to be excited and then de-excited after a certain time t, then it can only be 
reliably done up to  T2 before there is too much error in the direction of the Bloch vector 
so the effects of any further excitation will be unpredictable.
The electrical measurement of T f  is one of the easier coherent multipulse measure­
ments to carry out as it only requires two pulses. The first pulse (ideally a ^-pulse) 
induces a superposition in the donor states between the Is  ground state and the excited 
state  resonant with the pulse incident on the sample. This superposition oscillates over 
time as the Bloch vector rotates laterally around the Bloch Sphere. W hen the second 
pulse arrives its effects are dependent on the position of the Bloch vector. If it is has 
rotated an even multiple of tt then it will add constructively, increasing the amount of 
the excited state in the superposition. However if an odd number of half rotations have 
been completed (the vector is on the opposite side of the Bloch Sphere from where it 
started) then the second pulse will act destructively and return the system to the ground 
state. This coherent effect is known as Ramsey interference.
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The T f  time can also be measured with an echo style experiment. This is done by 
splitting the first 7r/2-pulse into two equal pulses with a varing delay between them. 
This means the echo signal will vary with a similar Ramsey interference to the electrical 
measurement described above. Such echo detection of Ramsey fringe experiments have 
been conducted in parallel with this work and produced T f  times of around SOps but 
will not be discussed further here (1).
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5.1 In troduction
Bloch sphere diagrams for coherent two pulse experiments are shown in Figures 5.1 
to 5.3 for different pulse areas. The Is  and the 2p± states are represented at the south 
and north poles of the sphere. Each Bloch sphere diagram shows the evolution from red 
to  green Bloch vectors along the blue line. The maximum contrast in the final states 
occurs when the pulses are ^  in area because when the two pulses constructively interact 
they will create a fully excited state (the Bloch vector pointing a t the excited state). If 
TT-pulses are applied to the system (Figure 5.2) the Bloch vector is sent to  the excited 
state  so there is no evolution with time as there is no superposition of orbital states. 
This leads to second pulse always returning the Bloch vector to  the ground state. At 
any pulse area other than  a multiple of n  there will be some difference in the final state 
depending on the delay between pulses (Figure 5.3).
The ra te of procession round the Bloch sphere between pulses is infiuenced by the 
environment of individual donors. This means in an ensemble different donor electrons 
will process a t different rates and will get more out of phase with each other the longer 
they are left. The longitudinal dephasing will be turned into a spread of latitudes by 
the second pulse and therefore a spread in the composition of the superposition. This is 
shown in Figure 5.4. is the time for the ensemble to dephase relative to  each other.
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5.2 E lectr ica lly  D e tec ted  C oherent M easurem ents
5.2 Electrically Detected Coherent Measurements
The photoresponse of bulk doped samples to two resonant pulses was measured while 
varying the delay between the two pulses. A reference pair of pulses (otherwise wasted 
light from the beam splitter which recombines the beams) was recorded simultaneously 
with a GeGa detector. This allowed a measure of the beam overlap to  be found and 
provide a reference of a system with no coherent interactions.
Figure 5.5 shows the response in the time domain to  the pair of pulses as a function 
of delay between the pulses. Around zero time delay a large amount of interference is 
seen due to the beams overlapping in the sample and giving the autocorrelation response 
which is typical when two beams are interfered through a small aperature. The same 
autocorrelation feature can be seen in Figure 5.6 which contains the data  taken simul­
taneously to  th a t in Figure 5.5. This is a good check to  show th a t electrical response 
follows the electric field in the sample.
In addition to the autocorrelation feature there are oscillations in the tail of the scan 
shown in Figure 5.5. These can be seen more clearly in the red insets above the main trace 
especially a t around SOps. Below the main trace, in the blue insets Fourier transforms 
(FT) are shown. The data  for the FTs is taken from the dotted blue boxes and gives a 
measure of any frequencies still present a t different time of the tail. There is still a clear 
peak after AOps and the smallest hint of one a t SOps.
5 .2 .1  D a ta  P ro cess in g  for R a m sey  Fringe M easu rem en ts
In order to  look at the extent of oscillations seen in the tail of two pulse data  such as th a t 
in Figure 5.5 a consistent method is needed in order to compare different experiments.
As mentioned in Chapter 4 the data  recorded usinf FELIX was the transient wave­
forms of the voltage measured across the inner two terminals of a linear device while a 
constant current is maintained through the outer two terminals. As the measurement 
circuit had a long time constant the voltage pulses seen last for tens of ps only a small 
area near the peak change was integrated to provide a signal. Doing this provides a 
time-domain trace, as shown in Figure 5.5.
To check what frequencies are present are in the time-domain trace a Fourier trans­
form can be taken. This gives the frequency-domain signal. However, it is more useful 
to split the long tail in to  small sections to allow the frequencies present to be mapped
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5.2 E lectr ica lly  D e tected  C oherent M easurem ents
as a function of delay between the pulses. This is a wavelet transform where the wavelet 
is a sinusoid with a rectangular top-hat envelope moving over the data. This produces 
a series of frequency-domain spectra which when placed together and plotted in two 
dimensions gives a map of oscillation frequencies as a function of delay.
The size of the box is im portant as it dictates the resolution in the frequency spectrum 
with larger boxes giving a higher resolution. However if the box is too big the tem poral 
resolution is lost due to the larger time range covered. Using a box covering 6ps gives 
a suitable spectrum with enough frequency resolution to get a useful frequency of any 
peak seen.
Figure 5.8 a) shows this Fourier transform process on the data  shown in Figure 5.5. 
There is a clear response a t around 9 .5T H z  which lasts well past 40ps and possibly 
returns around 60ps. Reference d ata  was recorded simultaneously on a GeGa detector, 
processed in the manner described above and shown in Figure 5.8 d). There is still 
interference seen due to  the two beams interfering with each other. The sample demon­
strates coherence for a much longer time than the reference detector which shows there 
is a phase being preserved within the sample from when the first beam arrives, until the 
second beam follows, even when the two beams are not overlapping.
Similar measurements were conducted with the FELIX frequency set to 8.8 and 
l l . lT H z .  These correspond to off resonance and a transition straight into the con­
duction band. Figure 5.8, a-f shows the frequency response maps for these measurements 
for the sample and the reference detector. In all these measurement there are no long 
lasting oscillations seen. There is a feature seen a t 20ps at ionising wavelengths but this 
is seen in both the sample and the reference detector which suggests this is just due to 
interference in the beam, possibly from scattered light.
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5.2 E lectrica lly  D e tec ted  C oherent M easurem ents
The presence of long lasting oscillations only in the case when the donor is in the 
excited state shows th a t they are due to  an effect in the donors rather than  the beam. 
This fits with the idea th a t the donor electrons are excited into a mixture of the Is  and 
the 2p± which interacts with the second beam in a manner determined by the phase of the 
superposition. This can not happen when the electrons are ionised as no superposition 
is created.
Looking closer a t Figure 5.8 a) there are gaps in the oscillation around 15ps and 50s. 
This could be a sign of beats in the oscillations. Taking a Fourier transform of the data  
shown in Figure 5.8 a) but removing the central interference shows a splitting of the 
transition line (Figure 5.9). This can not be resolved when looking at just the central 
burst. The observed splitting is most likely caused by strain induced by the mounting 
procedure. Removing the strain and therefore the splitting should enhance the T2 as 
there will be less variation in the resonant frequency of the donor electrons.
To further show th a t the fringes observed were a resonant effect, a coarse wavelength 
dependence was produced using the am plitude of oscillation at three separate delays for 
a number of frequencies, with higher resolution over the 2p± and 3p± resonances. These 
results are shown in Figure 5.10. There are distinct long-lived oscillations a t 9.4 and 
lO.STHz which correspond well with the spectra shown in Chapter 3. Although there 
are also extensive oscillations seen at ionising frequencies they are much smaller relative 
to the zero-delay signal so the decay constant would be much smaller. As expected there 
is very little signal seen at all when the beam frequency is away from all the resonances. 
At frequencies th a t m atch the 2p± and Sp± transitions there are longer lived oscillations. 
There is also some signal at long delays a t high frequencies bu t this can be attribu ted  to 
the large amount of signal produced. This is can be confirmed by normalising the d ata  to 
the zero delay value. This removes all the long lived oscillations except for those resonant 
to the donor transitions. An electrically detected FT IR  spectrum from the same sample 
is superimposed to indicate where the transitions are, in Figure 5.11. Interestingly the 
2p± transition does not appear much beyond the 5ps interference of the beams but this 
is probably due to the coarseness of the delay steps. Similarly the lack of some of the 
transmissions such as the Ap± are missed because of the large frequency steps.
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Figure 5.9: Fourier transform of the data in Figure 5.8 a) with delays greater than 5ps. 
The splitting observed here in the 2p± can account for the gaps in the oscillations at some 
delays and is probably caused by strain in the mounting of the sample.
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Figure 5,10: Photovoltage oscillations as a function of frequency. Long lived oscillations 
are seen at the 2p± and 3p± resonances (9.5 and l0.25THz respectively) with 20dS of 
attenuation. The strong signal seen below 9.5THz is due to dividing by a small signal 
around zero delay
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Figure 5.11; Photovoltage oscillations as a function of frequency, normalised by dividing 
by the zero delay value at each frequency. Superimposed in green is a spectrum taken 
electrically with an FTIR spectrometer on the same sample. Long lived oscillations are seen 
at the 3p± and 5p± resonances (10.25 and lO.lTHz respectively) with a smaller one at 9.5 
for the 2p±.
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5 .2 .2  P ow er D ep en d en ce  o f  R a m sey  Fringes
Figure 5.12 show the region of interference close to  zero delay, and the strength of os­
cillations a t the frequency of the 2p± for a number of different electric fields produced 
by the beam. The electric field is used as any Rabi oscillations would have a regular 
period. For high fields the extent of oscillations is relatively narrow. This suggests the 
high power is destroying the coherence, either by heating or two-photon ionisation or the 
central interference of the beams was drowning out any donor electron interaction. The 
oscillations th a t are present are similar in width to those seen on the reference detector 
which occur when the beams are overlapping in space and time. At lower beam intensities 
however the oscillations extend for much longer than  just the central burst. In order to  
compare all the different powers simultaneously a 2-D map of the strength of oscillations 
as a function of electric field produced by the FELIX pulse in the sample and delay time 
was plotted for the sample in Figure 5.12. There are clearly two regimes as described 
above with long-lived coherence only visible in the lower power case. Interestingly there 
seems to  be oscillations in the size of the fringes as the electric field is increased. If these 
features are real it could be signs of Rabi oscillations caused by full rotations around the 
Bloch sphere. However, due to  variation in field in the beam profile any Rabi oscillations 
may be smeared out. Reductions in the oscillation strength would be achieved when the 
excitation is a 7r-pulse (or 27t, Stt etc.) producing a rotation ending at one of the poles of 
the Bloch sphere and therefore not experiencing any phase evolution before the second 
pulse arrives so the final state is always same.
Normalising the strength of oscillation to  th a t a t zero delay produces a clearer picture 
of the extent of any fringes. This is shown in Figure 5.13. The central burst has a constant 
w idth for all powers which corresponds to the interference between the two pulses. The 
biggest and longest oscillations are around Q .lV /iim  and fade away as the power is 
increased. There are some features in the decay of the oscillations with field, more so 
with positive delay, but the dips in the oscillation strength look to be less periodic than 
in Figure 5.12, suggesting they are not Rabi oscillations.
To get quantitive values for duration of the Ramsey fringes at each power they can 
be fitted to the sum of two Gaussians, one with a width of 4ps to  represent the beam 
interference and the other width as a fitting param eter, corresponding to The fitting
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1.0 1.5
Electric Field (V//Jxn)
Figure 5.12: 2-D map of strength of oscillations in the measured photovoltage in the 
sample, varying with electric field and delay between the pair of pulses. The beam was 
resonant with the Is —> 2p± transition. The contours are on a log scale and show the peak 
height at 9.5THz of the Fourier transforms. Long lived oscillations are seen at small fields. 
At the highest fields all the oscillations are concentrated around the time frame within which 
the beams overlap. Between these two regimes the length of the oscillations varies almost 
periodically.
equation took the form of;
(5.1)
The area of the two Gaussians along with a constant were also fitting parameters. 
The best fit widths are shown in Figure 5.14 as red points. However, some of the fits 
produced very small areas for the wider Gaussian, suggesting they are dominated by 
a single peak with a width corresponding to the interference of the beams within the
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Figure 5.13: Fringe amplitude as a function of electric field amplitude and delay, nor­
malised by dividing the signal at zero delay. There are strong oscillations at low electric 
fields which look to extend out much further than the delays measured here.
sample and there is no significant coherent interaction in the donors. The points where 
the broader Gaussian has the larger area are circled with green rings in Figure 5.14. As 
expected these are the low held measurements where the fringes are seen for longest.
The measured varies between 30 and bOps which is reasonable as the expected 
lifetime for the 2p± state is 160ps and is similar to time scale measured with optical 
detection. The T | transverse relaxation time is limited by variations in the surrounding 
silicon crystal such as different isotopes. As this sample was made using natural silicon 
the T2 should be able to be increased considerably, as seen in the measurements on 
isotopically purified silicon.
The presence of these long lived oscillations is a good indication of Ramsey inter-
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Figure 5.14: Best fit values of as a function of electric field from two Gaussian fits. 
The points highlighted with green rings show the points where the broader Gaussian has a 
larger area than the one associated with the centre burst of interference.
ference, one of the simplest coherent processes in quantum  physics and this result is 
im portant for future applications such as quantum  computing (2). Although coherent 
control of donors in silicon has already been shown with optical detection (3), the electri­
cal detection, presented here for the first time will allow the detection of smaller numbers 
of donors which would be beyond the limits of optical detection. Although in the schemes 
such as (2) the orbital state of the donors is not required to be detected in order to read 
out a quantum  computation, a calibration of the rate of procession is needed in order 
to be able to reliably control the orbital states coherently. The dephasing shown by 
the decay of the Ramsey fringes highlights the importance of this; there is no benefit of 
having donor system with a coherence time of 160ps if the the phase is unknown after 
50ps.
Other work has been conducted in similar donor systems, such as silicon impurities in 
Gallium Arsenide (4), however this needed a relatively large magnetic held to bring the 
donor states out of the conduction band so th a t coherent excitations could take place.
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5.3 Single Pulse Measurements
The FELIX pulses used for the resonant excitation in this work are generated in trains 
of around 110 pulses separated by 40ns. In the previous chapter it was shown th a t the 
time for the electrical signal to fully recover is on a n s  timescale. Also any heat build 
up between micropulses may effect the rate of ionisation and recombination of donor 
electrons. This shouldn’t  have too much of an effect on the signal seen, especially if 
the ra te of recovery is dictated by recombination (as shown in Chapter 4). However, to 
get a less ambiguous signal and avoid such effects, the FELIX train  of micropulses can 
be separated into a single pulse using a silicon beam splitter and a Nd:YAG laser. The 
silicon wafer is aligned so the FELIX beam incident at Brewster’s angle to allow maximum 
transmission. After the initial transition the beam is reflected back to  the silicon wafer 
positioned at a distance so th a t only a single pulse is between the silicon beam splitter 
and the mirror. Normally the beam will pass through the beam splitter a second time 
bu t a pulse from the Nd:YAG laser will excite electron hole pairs in the silicon which 
causes the silicon to  become reflective. This means the pulse between the silicon wafer 
and the mirror will be reflected off in one direction towards the experiment while any 
other following pulses will be reflected in the opposite direction. In the work presented 
here the extra pulses were 50 times smaller than  the single chosen pulse. This was due to 
small amounts of reflection in preceding pulses and small amounts of transmission from 
the later pulses. A diagram of this mechanism is shown in Figure 5.15.
The power of a single pulse could not be measured with a power m eter but could 
just about be picked up on a pyroelectric detector. A single pulse was found to  be 300 
times smaller than  a full macropulse of 100 pulses which shows the single pulse is only 
attenuated by a factor of three by the pulse slicing. Unfortunately only a small amount of 
d ata  was taken with single pulses due to  technical difficulties with the optical switching.
Coherent pump-pump measurements were conducted with single pulses at different 
powers in a similar fashion to those shown in Figure 5.12. The results are shown in Figure 
5.16. At certain electric fields peaks in oscillation strength are seen away from zero delay. 
This is unexpected as it suggests the coherent signal is bigger than  th a t caused by the 
interference between two pulses. Looking a t the electrical interference patterns produced 
in these measurements the reason for the reduced oscillations around time zero is evident.
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F E L IX
N d:Y A G
Figure 5.15: Schematic of method to produce single FELIX pulses. The FELIX beam 
(black) is incident on a silicon beamsplitter at Brewster’s angle for maximum transmission. 
Before a pulse from the Nd:YAG laser any pulses will be reflected back through the beam­
splitter (red). The silicon can be made reflective with the application of a pulse from a 
Nd;YAG laser which produces electron hole pairs and changes the refractive index. This 
means any pulse to the right of the beamsplitter is reflected up (green) while any later 
pulses are reflected down and dumped (blue).
There is a distinct asymmetry to the interference which will reduce the size of the Fourier 
transform at the resonant signal.
Investigating the asymmetry further, when the signal was integrated over an earlier 
part of the electrical response a different distribution of oscillations is generated. This is 
shown in Figure 5.17. While there was some variation in the multipulse case when the 
integration time was changed, it were not as drastic as th a t seen here.
The cause for asymmetry in the interference patterns is unknown. The fact they vary 
with integration time is another reason to conduct measurements with voltage biasing 
to get a faster response as seen in the previous chapter. This will give a clearer idea of 
what is happening in the long decay. In a similar vein single pulse measurements allow 
a simplified examination of the processes involved as there is no variation of the starting 
conditions of successive micropulse. This would be a good place to start with further 
experiments.
W ith simpler experiments and smaller samples it might be possible to  produce Rabi 
oscillations in the electrical response which has been noticeably absent during this work. 
This may be because the pulses were not intense enough so smaller samples, such as the
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Figure 5.16: Oscillation strength as a function of delay between the two pulses and electric 
field for the single micropulses. There are strange features away from zero delay which are 
unexpected.
SOI device used in Chapter 4, would have a better chance in showing Rabi oscillations. 
There may also be a flaw in the detection mechanism which is preventing the observation 
of Rabi oscillations. If the excited donor electrons are being ionised from the excited 
state too readily it may break the Rabi cycle and therefore any quantum  effects are lost. 
Demonstration of Rabi oscillations will be an im portant step in the use of donor orbitals 
in future applications as it allows precise control over the orbital states.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter coherent control of donor electron orbitals has been dem onstrated with 
electrical detection for the first time. This is an im portant step for using orbitronics in
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Figure 5.17: Oscillation strength as a function of delay between the two pulses and electric 
field for the single micropulses with an earlier integration time than the data shown in Figure 
5.16. The oscillations are more concentrated to zero delay as expected. Long oscillations 
are seen at low fields which disappear at higher fields as in the multipulse case.
future devices such as quantum  transistors as it will be needed to calibrate the timings 
of pulses in few dopant systems where optical detection is not sensitive enough. Also the 
pulse scheme required for such measurements with electrical detection is much simpler 
than the optical case.
The inhomogeneous lifetime, was shown to be up to 50ps which is encouraging 
as it is not too much smaller than the coherence times measured for Si:P (three times 
smaller) and there are a number of ways to improve this such as removing strain and 
using isotopically pure silicon. For future devices with single donors being excited is 
not so im portant as it is an ensemble effect but is will still give an indication of how well
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the phase can be predicted between pulses.
The next step with this work would be to scale down towards single dopant devices 
and to  find Rabi oscillations to  dem onstrate to tal control of the orbital state by having 
full coherent control around the Bloch sphere.
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6Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to  lay out the main findings and conclusions from this 
thesis and to highlight the new findings th a t has been achieved. Future work will also 
be put forward, with a hope of building on the current results in order allow the orbital 
states of donors to be utilised in the future.
6.2 Conclusions
The main aim of this thesis was to explore donor electron orbitals in silicon using electrical 
detection. Although electrical detection of such states is not a new concept, several 
experiments have been conducted on the orbital states th a t have advantages over optical 
detection techniques and th a t have not been done before.
One of the main advantages of electrical detection is the increased sensitivity com­
pared to  optical detection methods. This has been highlighted by some of the devices 
measured. The SOI and ion implanted samples contained relatively few donor electrons 
which would be hard to detect with transmission measurements. For example, the SOI 
device tested in Chapter 4 contains around 2 x 10^ ® phosphorus donors in the active re­
gion and strong signals of over 100p S  were observed when illuminated with CLIO. This 
means devices could be scaled down considerably before the signal to noise ratio gets to 
small. After th a t there are lots of way in which to improve the setup such as reducing 
the cable length and use of the sample gates.
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In addition to being sensitive, the detection seen in the SOI device is also very fast, 
with individual micropulses from CLIO being resolved, a t a frequency of 62.5M H z. This 
means such a device could be used as a cheap terahertz detector th a t could integrate with 
current silicon electronics. While not as fast as some detectors or as sensitive as others, 
it has a good balance of both and is easy to  produce.
The recombination ra te for free electrons with ions has been measured to  be 1.25 x 
for the SOI device a t lOK. This will change with tem perature but this 
result narrows down the previous range of values published which have varied over two 
orders of magnitude. This also fits well with other measurement done in parallel with 
this work.
This work presents the first electrical detection of coherent control of the orbital 
states of donors in silicon. Although not the first coherent control of donors in silicon, 
this step towards being able to calibrate the manipulations of small numbers, or even 
single donors, will hopefully allow better control the orbital states. The T | times of 
30 — 50ps, measured here, highlights a possible issue of exciting a donor electron into 
superposition before decoherently returning it to the ground state again, as the phase 
of the orbital states will be unknown after this time due to differences in the ra te of 
procession rather than phase changing decoherence events which limit T2 . This can be 
avoided by calibration the system, which will require electrical detection of a single donor.
The two colour measurements presented in Chapter 4 are the first using an PEL 
in the far infrared and give an insight into the dynamics of the donor system. W ith 
further calculations it should be possible to  find a formula for the ionisation rates from 
the different excited states.
The high field spectroscopy of donors in silicon is in some ways a departure from 
the rest of the thesis as it does not rely on electrical detection. It does however show 
some interesting physics in term s of the quadratic Zeeman effect. This can be seen in 
the mixing of orbital states with A m  =  2, which is not allowed under the linear Zeeman 
effect. The effects of magnetic field on the orbital energy levels also provides a way of 
selectively addressing single donors in arrays of multiple gates. By having a magnetic 
field gradient across the array a range of different transition energies are needed to  excite 
the same transition because of the different magnetic fields experienced.
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6.3 Future Work
The orbital states of donors have not attracted  much attention during the recent resur­
gence of interest in donors in silicon. This is mainly due to the spin lifetime of the nucleus 
and the electron being so much longer than  the lifetime of the orbital states. This does 
mean, however, th a t there is a lot of work th a t is needed before the orbital degree of 
freedom can be utilised in single donor scale devices, such as a quantum  gate (1).
In terms of electrical detection of coherent measurements in silicon donors, the Ram­
sey fringe measurements presented here is one of the simplest coherent experiments pos­
sible as it only requires two pulses of equal strength. Photon echo measurements (2) 
should be possible with electrical detection but requires an additional |  pulse to arrive 
at the same time as the photon echo is em itted in order to  project the Bloch vector in 
to  a pure state  as a readout mechanism. This type of measurement will allow the mea­
surement of T 2 which is more of a limiting factor on the usefulness of the orbital state in 
quantum  computing.
The T\ lifetime may also be measured electrically with manipulation of the ionisation 
ra te from the excited states. Reducing the number of electrons being thermally ionised 
should cause the T\ lifetime to  dictate the recovery time more than the recombination 
time. This could be achieved by lowering the donor concentration in order to remove any 
impurity bands formed by overlapping donors states. Changing the tem perature may 
also help but this may also affect the recombination rate.
The size of devices used in electrically detected experiments can clearly be reduced 
by several orders of magnitude before other detection methods will be needed. However, 
in order to  read out single electron orbitals in a transient current will be hard to achieve. 
Another approach such as using an SET in a similar manner to  donor electron spin 
detection could be more fruitful (3). If the energy levels in the SET island could be tuned 
so th a t one lies on resonance with an excited state  then orbital dependent tunnelling could 
be achieved. This could then be used to switch the current through the SET on or off as 
a way of signalling the tunnelling event. This will be made possible with the installation 
of a dilution refrigerator at the FELIX facility in 2014.
W ith scaling down the size of electrical orbital devices it may become impractical to 
shine a free electron laser directly on the target area as the surrounding feature will also 
be illuminated. Therefore it may become im portant to develop waveguides and antennae
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in order to  control the electric fields required to the m anipulate the orbital states w ithout 
any adverse effects. A light source with smaller bandwidths would also be appealing to 
allow more definition in which of the higher energy excited states are being excited 
while a smaller and cheaper alternative to an FEL could allow more measurements to be 
conducted.
The ability to  produce two colour pulses a t CLIO opens up a number of possibilities 
in term s of looking at the transitions between excited states of donor. A better under­
standing of the routes taken in the relaxation from an excited state back to  the ground 
state may provide information of how the density of states of phonons in silicon can be 
m anipulated in order to  extend the lifetime of excited states. This can also be explored 
by expanding the two level model to  include other excited states, although it may require 
some work in order to figure out which transitions need to be considered.
Different methods of electrical detection is also another area which needs to be ex­
plored further to  measure small numbers of donors or in high magnetic fields. Non-contact 
methods may prove to  be a better way of measuring the electrical response in order to  
ignore the resistance of the sample increasing greatly due to the Hall effect as well as 
reducing noise with lock-in techniques.
Despite the lifetimes of the orbital states in donors being short, the ability to  ma­
nipulate the shape and size of the electron wavefunction may be useful in quantum  
information computing, which this project has helped towards.
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